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Abstract

We present new game semantics of Martin-Löf type theory (MLTT) equipped
with One-, Zero-, N-, Pi-, Sigma- and Id-types as well as universes. It interprets
both Id-type and universes in the presence of N-type for the first time as game
semantics. Its another advantage is its interpretation of Sigma-type that is direct
and compatible with the game semantics of linear logic. Also, its mathematical
structure is quite novel and useful; e.g., the category of our games has all finite
limits, which is a key step for an extension of the present work to homotopy type
theory. Finally, we provide a new, game-semantic proof of the independence of
Markov’s principle from MLTT, which demonstrates an advantage of our game
semantics over extensional models of MLTT such as realisability models.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Martin-Löf type theory and the meaning explanation

Martin-Löf type theory (MLTT) [1, 2, 3] is one of the best-known formal systems

for constructive mathematics [4], which is comparable to set theory [5, 6] for clas-

sical mathematics. MLTT is also a functional programming language [7] that is a

generalisation of the simply-typed lambda-calculus (STLC) [8] along the generalisa-

tion of (intuitionistic) propositional logic to predicate logic under the Curry-Howard

isomorphisms [9]. By this computational nature, MLTT enables computer formali-

sations of mathematics and its applications to programming [10].

Like set theory is explained informally by sets, the conceptual foundation of MLTT

is computations in an informal sense. That is, the fundamental idea of MLTT is to

regard objects and proofs in constructive mathematics uniformly as computations,

and MLTT is a syntactic formalisation of this foundational idea [7]. Hence, objects

and proofs in MLTT are unified into terms, while formulas are called types. This

standard, informal semantics of MLTT is called the meaning explanation [11, §5].

However, MLTT is not always the best formalisation of this conceptual foundation

of constructive mathematics since it is an intricate formal system that inevitably

contains superficial syntactic details.[1] In other words, the intuition behind MLTT

is often blurred by the complexity and the syntactic nature of MLTT. In addition,

the syntactic complexity makes it difficult to study the meta-theory of MLTT.

Accordingly, mathematical semantics [12] of MLTT that faithfully formalises the

meaning explanation is strongly desired since such semantics would accurately and

directly (or non-inductively) describe the intuition behind MLTT, abstracting the

syntactic details. It would not only deepen our understanding of MLTT in this way

but also suggest improvements and extensions of MLTT just like coherence spaces by

Girard [13] led to linear logic [13], and the groupoid model by Hofmann and Streicher

[14] to homotopy type theory (HoTT) [15]. Besides, mathematical semantics has been

highly effective for the meta-theoretic study of MLTT; for instance, see [16].

[1]A syntactic formalisation is also unsatisfactory from the syntax-first-view, i.e., the

view that semantic concepts come first, and syntax merely provides notations.
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1.2 Game semantics

Game semantics [17, 18] is a particular class of mathematical semantics of logic and

computation that models types and terms by games and strategies, respectively.

A strong point of game semantics is its conceptual naturality: One may think of

logic as consisting of dialogical arguments between Player and Opponent, and game

semantics formalises this idea, providing a conceptually very natural, computational

explanation of logic. This game-semantic view on logic is also in harmony with the

meaning explanation since dialogical arguments are a certain kind of computations.

Another advantage of game semantics is its precision in modelling syntax as various

full completeness/abstraction results [19] in the literature have demonstrated; initial

results are [20, 21, 22, 23]. Moreover, the computational nature of game semantics

enables its algorithmic applications to program analysis and verification [24].

1.3 Main results

To summarise the points so far, mathematical semantics of MLTT for advancing our

understanding of MLTT, promoting its improvements and extensions, and studying

its meta-theory is strongly desired, and game semantics seems perfect for this role

by its conceptual naturality, harmony with the meaning explanation, precision in

modelling syntax and applications in program analysis and verification. Also, game

semantics models effects [25] and linear typing [13] (see [26] for the details); thus,

game semantics of MLTT may lead to MLTT with effects and linear typing.

However, although game semantics of various logics and computations has been

given, it is difficult to establish game semantics of MLTT. In fact, this problem had

been open for more than twenty years, and even today its definitive solution is yet

to emerge though a few candidates have arisen recently [27, 28]; see §1.4.

Hence, we aim to provide another candidate for game semantics of MLTT with

the hope that it would shed new light on this problem and eventually lead to a

definitive solution. Motivated in this way, we prove the following main result:

Theorem (Game semantics of MLTT) There is new game semantics of MLTT

with One-, Zero-, N-, Pi-, Sigma- and Id-types as well as universes (§4.4–4.5).

See §1.4 for the advantages of this game semantics over existing methods [27, 28].

By this theorem, we also give a new proof of the independence result of [29]:

Corollary (Independence of Markov’s principle [29]) Markov’s principle [30] is

independent from MLTT equipped with the types listed in Theorem 1.3 (§4.7).

The method used by Mannaa and Coquand [29] is syntactic, while our semantic

approach provides a new, intuitive argument on why the independence holds. This

corollary also illustrates an advantage of game semantics over other computational

models since, e.g., Hyland’s effective topos [31] cannot show the independence.

1.4 Related work and our contributions

Abramsky et al. have established the first game semantics of MLTT equipped with

One-, Pi-, Sigma-, Id- and finite inductive types [27, 32]. Its significance is that it
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is the first intensional model of MLTT and hence stands in sharp contrast with

other computational models such as realisability and domain models [16, 33] since

they are extensional. This game semantics is based on the classic AJM-games [21],

and their main result is a certain kind of full completeness. On the other hand,

they do not interpret universes. Notably, although they present game semantics of

Pi-type (by simply adapting the game semantics of universal quantification [34] to

Pi-type), they merely interpret Sigma-type in terms of the interpretation of Pi-type

inductively via a formal adjunction between the two types. In other words, they

do not directly achieve game semantics of Sigma-type. As a result, they interpret

types ΠΣx:ABC and Πx:AΠy:BC (or A× B⇒ C and A ⇒ B ⇒ C) by the same game

even though they are clearly distinct (yet isomorphic) types. Another undesirable

feature of their approach is that they interpret types and terms respectively by lists

of games and lists of strategies due to the interpretation of Sigma-type, for which

it is somewhat misleading to call them games and strategies. This use of lists drops

to some degree the conceptual naturality and the mathematical elegance of game

semantics. In particular, if one wonders what is the game-semantic counterpart of

the generalisation of STLC to MLTT, then this approach of generalising games and

strategies to their respective lists does not appear to be very insightful.

Another related work is the denotational model of MLTT [28] by Blot and Laird

based on sequential algorithms and concrete date structures [35], graph games [36]

and event structures [37]. They propose an intensional universe for the construction

of recursive types, and relate it with the ordinary extensional universe. They inter-

pret these universes, and Boolean-, Pi- and Sigma-types, but not Id-types. Their

main results are certain full completeness and full abstraction. Notably, they directly

interpret Sigma-type in terms of intrinsic rules of graph games without recourse to

the list construction, overcoming the problem of the preceding work. On the other

hand, it is possible to play on both of the first and the second components of their

interpretation of Sigma-type within a single play, which is far from the graph game

semantics [36] or the traditional game semantics [21, 22, 38] of product type. Hence,

it seems arguable if their model corresponds to the game-semantic counterpart of

the generalisation of product type to Sigma-type. As a more pragmatic aspect,

their model validates Markov’s principle (§4.7). That is, there is a gap between the

semantics and the syntax of MLTT. More generally, their model admits non-local

control operators or classical reasonings, while the logical part of MLTT is intu-

itionistic. Also, their model does not achieve the linear decomposition of function

type [13] or the characterisation of effects in terms of constraints on strategies,

which are both strong advantages of game semantics [26]. Finally, their method of

interpreting Id-type by finite tuples of Boolean-type sketched in [28, §9] would not

work in the presence of N-type since the set of all natural numbers is unbounded.

Thus, each of the existing approaches to game semantics of MLTT has pros and

cons, and we have not reached a consensus on which option should be a definitive

solution. In this context, we offer the third method with the novel features listed

below, hoping that it would eventually lead to a definitive solution.

First, we achieve game semantics of both Id-type and universes in the presence of

N-type for the first time. In particular, it is nontrivial to model the introduction rule

of universes with respect to Id-type, but we attain it by a novel technique (§4.5.6).
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Second, our games are a modest generalisation of a standard variant, McCusker

games [38], and we model types and terms by such games and strategies, not lists of

them. Also, our interpretation of Sigma-type is direct and generalises that of product

type by McCusker games, which overcomes the aforementioned shortcomings of the

preceding methods. Consequently, our method clarifies a game-semantic counterpart

of the generalisation of STLC to MLTT; see the beginning of §3 and §3.1.

Third, our game semantics inherits the linear decomposition of function type and

the characterisation of effects by constraints on strategies in McCusker games [26].

Finally, strategies are traditionally defined in terms of games underlying them, but

we reverse this relation between games and strategies similarly to Girard’s ludics

[39]. This is our key idea on how to achieve game semantics of MLTT; again, see the

beginning of §3. The resulting mathematical structure is quite novel and useful. For

instance, the category of our games has all finite limits (Corollary 3.22), while that

of existing games does not. This structure enables us to internalise a certain notion

of ∞-groupoids in the category of our games, which is a key step to extend the

present work to HoTT [40]. Besides, the present work has led to the consistency of

MLTT with Church’s thesis [41], which is a long-standing problem in constructive

mathematics open for fifteen years [42, 43]. That is, our biggest contribution is to

establish the mathematical foundation of these innovative results.

1.5 Concluding remarks

Due to the ludics-like structure, one might misunderstand that our method is rather

close to the realisability, domain, or even set model. However, it is not the case for

the highly intensional nature of our game semantics. For instance, the category of

our games is not well-pointed. Also, the intensional features of the preceding game

semantics [27, §1] are all applied to our game semantics as well (§4.6); e.g., it refutes

function extensionality. Finally, our model refutes Markov’s principle by its inten-

sionality, showing the independence (§4.7). In contrast, the effective topos validates

Markov’s principle due to its extensionality, unable to verify the independence.

1.6 Structure of the present article

The rest of this article proceeds as follows. We first recall games and strategies in

§2 and generalise them in §3. We then interpret MLTT by these generalised games

and strategies in §4, where we analyse the intensionality of our model in §4.6, and

provide a new proof of the independence of Markov’s principle from MLTT in §4.7.

2 Games and strategies for simple type theories
We first recall McCusker’s games and strategies for simple type theories [38], which

the present work is based on. We select this variant for the following reasons. First, it

combines the strong points of the two best-known variants: the linear decomposition

of function type [13] achieved by AJM-games [21] and the characterisation of effects

by constraints on strategies [26] that utilises pointers in HO-games [22] (originally

introduced in [44]). Our games inherit these advantages so that it would shed new

light on the problem of combining MLTT with linear logic and/or effects. Second,

pointers enable us to refine game semantics into a model of computation [45], which

is highly desirable as a mathematical foundation of constructive mathematics (§1.1).
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We assume that the reader is familiar with McCusker’s games and strategies, and

leave more expositions and examples to the gentle introduction [26]. We first recall

two preliminary concepts in §2.1, and then games and strategies in §2.2. We finally

recall standard constructions on games and strategies in §2.3.

Remark McCusker’s game semantics of of-course ! [13] is ad-hoc since it does not

form a comonad [38, pp. 47–48]. We can, however, remedy this problem by adding an

equivalence relation between positions to each game [38, §3.6]. We use this method

in the preprint of this article [46] and show that the resulting games have elegant

categorical structures. Nevertheless, although we prefer this mathematical elegance,

the equivalence relations bring significant technical overheads, and the preprint is

lengthy. Hence, this article employs the simpler variant of McCusker games.

Notation We use the following notations throughout the present article:

• We use bold small letters s, t,u,v, etc. for sequences, in particular ε for the

empty sequence, and small letters a, b,m, n, x, y, etc. for elements of sequences;

• We define n := { 1, 2, . . . , n } for each n ∈ N+ := N \ {0}, and 0 := ∅;
• We abbreviate a sequence s = (x1, x2, . . . , x|s|) as x1x2 . . . x|s|, where |s| is

the length (i.e., the number of elements) of s, and write s(i) for xi (i ∈ |s|);
• A concatenation of sequences s and t is represented by the juxtaposition st

of them, but we often write as, tb, ucv for (a)s, t(b), u(c)v, and so on;

• We write s.t for st if it increases readability, and sn := ss · · · s︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

for each n ∈ N;

• We write Even(s) (resp. Odd(s)) if s is of even- (resp. odd-) length, and given

a set S of sequences and P ∈ {Even,Odd}, we define SP := { s ∈ S | P(s) };
• We write s � t if s is a prefix of t, and given a set S of sequences, Pref(S) for

the set of all prefixes of sequences in S, i.e., Pref(S) := { s | ∃t ∈ S. s � t };
• We define X∗ := {x1x2 . . . xn | n ∈ N,∀i ∈ n. xi ∈ X } for each set X;

• We write f � S for the restriction of a map f : A→ B to a subset S ⊆ A;

• Given sets X1, X2, . . . , Xn, and an index i ∈ n, we write π
(n)
i or πi for the

ith-projection map X1 ×X2 × · · · ×Xn → Xi.

2.1 Arenas and legal positions

A game is a certain kind of a dag whose branches represent possible ‘developments’

or (valid) positions in the ‘game in the ordinary sense’ (such as chess and poker).

These branches are finite sequences of vertices or moves connected by edges; a play

of the game proceeds as its participants alternately (and separately) perform moves

along a branch. We focus on standard two-person games between Player (P) (or

a ‘prover’) and Opponent (O) (or a ‘refuter’) in which O always starts a play.

More technically, games are based on two preliminary concepts: arenas and legal

positions. An arena defines the basic components of a game, which in turn induces

legal positions of the arena that specify the basic rules of the game in the sense that

each position of the game must be legal. Let us first recall these two concepts.

Definition 2.1 (Moves) Let us fix, throughout the present work, arbitrary pair-

wise distinct symbols O, P, Q and A, and call them labels. A move is any triple
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mxy := (m,x, y) such that x ∈ {O,P} and y ∈ {Q,A}, for which we often abbreviate

mxy as m, and instead define λ(m) := xy, λOP(m) := x and λQA(m) := y.

We call a move m an O-move if λOP(m) = O, a P-move if λOP(m) = P, a

question if λQA(m) = Q, and an answer if λQA(m) = A.

Definition 2.2 (Arenas [22, 38]) An arena is a pair G = (MG,`G) such that

• MG is a set of moves;

• `G is a subset of the cartesian product ({?} ∪MG)×MG, where ? (or repre-

sented more precisely by ?G) is an arbitrarily fixed element such that ? 6∈MG,

called the enabling relation, that satisfies

– (E1) If ? `G m, then λ(m) = OQ;

– (E2) If m `G n and λQA(n) = A, then λQA(m) = Q;

– (E3) If m `G n and m 6= ?, then λOP(m) 6= λOP(n).

We call moves m ∈MG initial if ? `G m, and set M Init
G := {m ∈MG | ? `G m }.

An arena G is well-founded (w.f.) if `G is well-founded, i.e., there is no sequence

(mi)i∈N of moves mi ∈MG such that ? `G m0 and mi `G mi+1 for all i ∈ N.

Remark In the original article [38], an arena is a triple G = (MG, λG,`G), and

labels are assigned to moves by the labelling function λG : MG → {O,P} × {Q,A}.
Instead, we embed labels into moves in an arena in Definition 2.2; this modification

is convenient for our generalisation of games in §3 since then labels on each move are

unambiguous globally without underlying arenas. Also, the axiom E1 in [38] further

requires n `G m ⇔ n = ? whenever ? `G m. We discard this condition again for

the generalisation of games. See §3, especially Footnote 3 and Definition 3.3.

An arena G specifies moves in a game, each of which is O’s/P’s question/answer,

and which move n can be performed for each move m during a play in the game by

the relation m `G n (cf. Definition 2.3), where ? `G m means that O can initiate a

play by m in the game. The axioms E1, E2 and E3 are then to be read as follows:

• E1 sets the convention that an initial move must be O’s question;

• E2 states that an answer must be performed for a question;

• E3 says that an O-move must be performed for a P-move, and vice versa.

We next review legal positions, a certain class of finite sequences of moves equipped

with pointers from later to earlier occurrences in the sequences. The idea is that each

non-initial occurrence in a legal position must be made for a specific previous occur-

rence, and pointers specify such pairs of occurrences. Technically, pointers enable us

to distinguish similar yet different plays [26, §2.4] and define views (Definition 2.4)

crucial for legal positions and constraints on strategies (Definition 2.9).

We call a finite sequence of moves together with a pointer a justified (j-) sequence.

A legal position is then a particular kind of a j-sequence.

Definition 2.3 (Justified sequences [44, 38]) An occurrence in a finite sequence s

is a pair (s(i), i) such that i ∈ |s|. A justified (j-) sequence is a pair s = (s,Js) of

a finite sequence s of moves and a map Js : |s| → {0}∪|s| − 1 such that 0 6 Js(i) <

i for all i ∈ |s|, called the pointer of the j-sequence. An occurrence (s(i), i) is initial

in s if Js(i) = 0. We say that the occurrence (s(Js(i)),Js(i)) is the justifier of a

non-initial one (s(i), i) in s, and (s(i), i) is justified by (s(Js(i)),Js(i)) in s.
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A j-sequence s is in an arena G if its elements are moves in G, and its pointer

respects the enabling in G, i.e., s ∈ M∗G ∧ ∀i ∈ |s|.
(
Js(i) = 0 ⇒ ? `G s(i)

)
∧(

Js(i) 6= 0⇒ s(Js(i)) `G s(i)
)

. We write JG for the set of all j-sequences in G.

A justified (j-) subsequence of a j-sequence s is a j-sequence t, written t v s,
such that t is a subsequence of s, and Jt(i) = j ⇔ ∃n ∈ N+.J ns (i) = j.

Remark Unlike the original formulation [38], we have defined j-sequences in such

a way that they make sense even without underlying arenas. This point becomes

important for Definition 2.4–2.7, and in turn for the generalisation of games in §3.

Convention Henceforth, we are casual about the distinction between moves and

occurrences, and by abuse of notation, we frequently keep the pointer Js of each j-

sequence s = (s,Js) implicit since it is mostly obvious, and abbreviate occurrences

(s(i), i) in s as s(i). Besides, we often write Js(s(i)) = s(j) if Js(i) = j > 0.

Next, the following is crucial for legal positions and constraints on strategies:

Definition 2.4 (Views [44, 22, 38]) The P-view dse and the O-view bsc of a

j-sequence s are the j-subsequences of s defined by the following induction:

• dεe := ε;

• dsme := dse.m if m is a P-move;

• dsme := m if m is initial;

• dsmtne := dse.mn if n is an O-move such that m justifies n;

• bεc := ε;

• bsmc := bsc.m if m is an O-move;

• bsmtnc := bsc.mn if n is a P-move such that m justifies n.

A P-view (resp. an O-view) refers to that of some j-sequence, and a view (of a

j-sequence) to a P- or O-view (of the j-sequence).

The idea on views is as follows. Given a nonempty j-sequence sm such that m is a

P- (resp. O-) move, the P-view dse (resp. O-view bsc) is the currently ‘relevant part’

of the previous occurrences in s for P (resp. O). I.e., P (resp. O) is concerned only

with the last occurrence of an O- (resp. P-) move, its justifier and that justifier’s

P- (resp. O-) view, which then recursively proceeds. See [44] for an explanation of

views in terms of their counterparts in logical calculi, and [47, 48] in lambda-calculi.

We are now ready to recall legal positions:

Definition 2.5 (Legal positions [38, 26]) A legal position is a j-sequence s that

satisfies

• (Alternation) If s = s1mns2, then λOP(m) 6= λOP(n);

• (Visibility) If s = tmu with m non-initial, then Js(m) occurs in the P-view

dte if m is a P-move, and in the O-view btc otherwise.

A legal position is in an arena G if it is a j-sequence in G (Definition 2.3). We

write LG for the set of all legal positions in G.

Remark For the same reason as the case of j-sequences, we have generalised legal

positions in such a way that they make sense even without underlying arenas.
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As already noted, legal positions are to specify the basic rules of a game in the

sense that each position in the game must be legal (Definition 2.6) so that

• During a play in the game, O makes the first move by a question (by E1), and

then P and O alternately make moves (by alternation), where each non-initial

move is made for a specific previous occurrence, viz., its justifier;

• The justifier of each non-initial occurrence belongs to the ‘relevant part’ or

view of the previous occurrences (by visibility).

2.2 Games and strategies

We are now ready to recall games and deterministic games called strategies, which

are slight modifications of those given in the original article [38].

Definition 2.6 (Games) A game is a set G of legal positions, called positions in

G that is nonempty and prefix-closed (i.e., sm ∈ G ⇒ s ∈ G). It is well-founded

(w.f.) if the arena Arn(G) := (MG,`G) is w.f., where MG := { s(i) | s ∈ G, i ∈ |s| }
and `G := { (?, s(j)) | s ∈ G,Js(j) = 0 } ∪ { (s(i), s(j)) | s ∈ S,Js(j) = i }.

A subgame of G is a game H such that H ⊆ G.

Remark The original article [38, p. 27] also imposes thread-closure on games G:

The thread s � I v s of a given position s ∈ G with respect to a given set I of initial

occurrences in s, which consists of occurrences hereditarily justified by elements in

I, must be in G. This axiom is to ensure that positions in G are in the exponential

!G (Definition 2.12), i.e., G ⊆ !G, which matches the intuition on exponential ! [13].

However, !G is a well-defined game even if G is not thread-closed. Moreover, we shall

soon focus on well-opened games (Definition 2.15), which are trivially thread-closed.

For these reasons, we have omitted the thread-closure axiom in Definition 2.6.

Each game G is nonempty and prefix-closed since conceptually each nonempty

position or ‘moment’ in G has a previous ‘moment.’ As mentioned before, positions

in G are automatically legal in the arena Arn(G). We shall later focus on w.f. games

because identities in the categories of w.f. games are noetherian (§2.3).

The tupleM(G) := (MG, λG,`G, G), where λG : m 7→ λ(m), forms a game in the

sense of [38][2] whose labels are embedded into moves, which we call an MC-game.

M(G) satisfies: Each move m ∈MG occurs in a position, and each pair m1 `G m2

occurs as an occurrence m2 and its justifier m1 in a position. Conversely, given an

MC-game H that satisfies these conditions, for which we call H economical, the

set of all positions in H forms a game. Besides, these operations are inverses to each

other. Hence, M is a bijection between games and economical MC-games.

Since the economical axioms only exclude unused structures from MC-games, our

simplification of MC-games into games made in Definition 2.6 is harmless. Moreover,

this simplification will be very convenient when we generalise games in §3.

Definition 2.7 (Strategies) A strategy is a game σ that is deterministic, i.e.,

smn, smn′ ∈ σEven ⇒ smn = smn′. A strategy σ is on a game G, written σ : G,

if σ ⊆ G and (sm ∈ GOdd ∧ s ∈ σ)⇒ sm ∈ σ.

[2]Except that the axiom E1 is slightly weakened, and the thread-closure is omitted;

see the remarks after Definitions 2.2 and 2.6, respectively.
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Thus, a strategy on a game G is a deterministic subgame σ ⊆ G such that possible

plays by O in σ coincide with those in G. I.e., σ describes for P how to play on G.

Given a strategy σ : G, the subset M(σ) := σEven ⊆ σ is a strategy on the MC-

gameM(G) in the sense of [38], which we call an MC-strategy. Conversely, given

an MC-strategy τ on M(G), the union τ ∪ { sm ∈ G | s ∈ τ } is a strategy on

G. Again, these operations are inverses to each other, and thus strategies and MC-

strategies are in a bijective correspondence M. Their crucial difference is, however,

that MC-strategies need underlying (MC-) games, but strategies do not. This point

enables us to generalise games into certain sets of strategies later; see §3.

Example 2.8 The terminal game T := {ε} only has the strategy > := {ε}.
The flat game on a set S is the game flat(S) := Pref({ qOQ.mPA | m ∈ S }), where

q is an arbitrarily fixed element with q 6∈ S, and qOQ justifies mPA. For instance,

there are the empty game 0 := flat(∅), the unit game 1 := flat({∗}), where {∗}
is any singleton set, and the natural number game N := flat(N). The flat game

flat(S) has strategies ⊥ := {ε, q} and m := {ε, q, qm} for each m ∈ S.

Next, recall that not every strategy corresponds to a proof. For example, the empty

game 0 models falsity, and thus the strategy ⊥ : 0 should not be an interpretation

of a proof. We therefore carve out strategies for proofs as winning ones:

Definition 2.9 (Constraints on strategies [44, 38, 26]) A strategy σ is

• Total if it always responds: ∀sm ∈ σOdd.∃smn ∈ σEven;

• Innocent if it depends only on P-views: ∀smn ∈ σEven, s′m′ ∈ σOdd. dsme =

ds′m′e ⇒ ∃s′m′n′ ∈ σEven. dsmne = ds′m′n′e;
• Noetherian if there is no strictly increasing infinite sequence of elements

(with respect to �) in the set dσe := { dse | s ∈ σ } of P-views in σ;

• Winning if it is total, innocent and noetherian;

• Well-bracketed (w.b.) if its ‘question-answering’ in P-views is in the ‘last-

question-first-answered’ fashion (see [26, §3.2.4] for the precise definition).

We leave it to the reader to show that these constraints on strategies are equivalent

to those on MC-strategies [26, 38] under the bijection M.

Example 2.10 The strategies > and n for all n ∈ N are winning and w.b., while

the strategy ⊥ is not even total, let alone winning.

We think of winning strategies as proofs in classical logic as follows. First, proofs

should not get ‘stuck,’ and so strategies for proofs must be total. Next, imposing

innocence on strategies corresponds to excluding stateful terms [26, §2.9]. Since logic

is concerned with truths, which are independent of ‘passage of time,’ proofs should

not depended on ‘states of arguments.’ Hence, we impose innocence on strategies

for proofs. Besides, we need noetherianity on strategies to handle infinite plays: If

a play by an innocent, noetherian strategy keeps growing infinitely, then it cannot

be P’s ‘intention,’ and so the play must be win for P. Technically, noetherianity is

crucial for closure of winning strategies under composition (Definition 2.14) [44].

Further, well-bracketing bans classical reasoning or control operators [26, §2.10].

Hence, we regard winning, w.b. strategies as proofs in intuitionistic logic.
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2.3 Constructions on games and strategies

In this section, we briefly recall constructions on games and strategies. Since they

are standard in the literature, we leave expositions and examples to [26, §3.2].

Convention We omit ‘tags’ for disjoint union ]. For instance, we write x ∈ A]B
if x ∈ A or x ∈ B; given relations RA ⊆ A×A and RB ⊆ B×B, we write RA ]RB
for the relation on A ]B such that (x, y) ∈ RA ]RB

df.⇔ (x, y) ∈ RA ∨ (x, y) ∈ RB .

Definition 2.11 (Constructions on arenas [38]) Given arenas A and B, we define

• A ]B := (MA ]MB ,`A ] `B);

• A( B := ({ axy | axy ∈MA }]MB ,`A(B), where O := P, P := O, ? `A(B

m :⇔ ? `B m and m `A(B n :⇔ m `A n ∨m `B n ∨ (? `B m ∧ ? `A n).

Definition 2.12 (Constructions on games [38]) Given games G and H, we define

• G ⊗ H := { s ∈ LArn(G)]Arn(H) | ∀X ∈ {G,H}. s � X ∈ X }, called the

tensor of G and H, where s � X v s consists of moves in X;

• !G := { s ∈ LArn(G) | ∀m ∈ M Init
G . s � {m} ∈ G }, called the exponential of

G, where {m} ranges over the singleton set of an initial occurrence in s whose

move is m if there is any, and the empty set ∅ otherwise, and s � {m} v s
consists of occurrence in s hereditarily justified by the initial occurrence m;

• G & H := { s ∈ LArn(G)]Arn(H) | (s � G ∈ G ∧ s � H = ε) ∨ (s � G = ε ∧ s �
H ∈ H) }, called the product of G and H;

• G( H := { s ∈ LArn(G)(Arn(H) | ∀X ∈ {G,H}. s � X ∈ X } and G⇒ H :=

!G( H, called the linear implication and the implication from G to H,

respectively.

Lemma 2.13 (Well-defined constructions on games) Games (resp. w.f. games)

are closed under ⊗, (, & and !, and w.o. games are closed under &, ( and ⇒.

Proof See [38] for closure of MC-games under these constructions. It is essentially

the same for games. The preservation of w.f. (resp. w.o.) games is obvious.

We leave it to the reader to verify that these constructions on games correspond to

those on economical MC-games [38] under the bijectionM (except the case analysis

for linear implication between economical MC-games [46, Definition 20]).

Definition 2.14 (Constructions on strategies [38]) Given strategies φ : A( B,

σ : C ( D, τ : A( C, ψ : B( C and θ : !A( B, we define

• cpA := { s ∈ A[0] ( A[1] | ∀t � s.Even(t) ⇒ t � A[0] = t � A[1] }, called the

copy-cat on A, where the subscripts ( )[i] (i = 0, 1) are ‘tags’ for clarity;

• derA := { s ∈ !A ( A | ∀t � s.Even(t) ⇒ t � !A = t � A }, called the

dereliction on A;

• φ ⊗ σ := { s ∈ A ⊗ C ( B ⊗ D | s � A,B ∈ φ, s � C,D ∈ σ }, called the

tensor of φ and σ, where s � A,B v s (resp. s � C,D v s) consists of moves

in A or B (resp. C or D);

• 〈φ, τ〉 := { s ∈ A( B & C | (s � A,B ∈ φ ∧ s � C = ε) ∨ (s � A,C ∈ τ ∧ s �
B = ε) }, called the pairing of φ and τ ;
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• φ;ψ := { s � A,C | s ∈ φ ‖ ψ }, called the composition of φ and ψ, where

φ ‖ ψ := { s ∈ J | s � A,B[0] ∈ φ, s � B[1], C ∈ ψ, s � B[0], B[1] ∈ cpB },
J := JArn(((A(B[0])(B[1])(C), and φ;ψ is also written ψ ◦ φ;

• θ† := { s ∈ !A( !B | ∀m ∈M Init
!B . s � {m} ∈ θ }, called the promotion of θ,

where s � {m} v s is the thread of s with respect to the singleton set {m}.

It is well-known that derelictions are in general not well-defined; see [38, pp. 42–43]

for the details. To remedy this problem, we have to focus on:

Definition 2.15 (Well-opened games [38]) A game A is well-opened (w.o.) if

the conjunction of sm ∈ A and m ∈M Init
A implies s = ε.

In other words, a game is w.o. if its position has at most one initial occurrence.

Although w.o. games are not closed under exponential !, it does not matter for the

present work, just like [38], since what we need is implication ⇒, not exponential !

itself, and w.o. games are closed under implication ⇒ and product & [38, p. 43].

Lemma 2.16 (Well-defined constructions on strategies) If φ : A( B, σ : C (

D, τ : A( C, ψ : B ( C and θ : !A( B, then cpA : A( A, φ ⊗ σ : A ⊗ C (
B⊗D, 〈φ, τ〉 : A( B&C, φ;ψ : A( C and θ† : !A( !B; derB : !B( B if B is

w.o. Also, cpB (resp. derB) is winning and w.b. if B is w.f. (resp. w.o. and w.f.),

and the constructions ⊗, 〈 , 〉, ◦ and ( )† preserve winning and well-bracketing.

Proof Similar to the case of MC-strategies [38], and so we only show that cpA is

noetherian if A is w.f. (the case of derB is the same). Note that cpA is total, innocent

and w.b. even if A is not w.f. Given smm ∈ cpA, we see by induction on |s| that

the P-view dsme is of the form m1m1m2m2 . . .mkmkm, and so there is a sequence

? `A m1 `A m2 · · · `A mk−1 `A mk `A m. Thus, cpA is noetherian if A is w.f.

Again, we leave it to the reader to verify that these constructions on strategies

correspond to those on MC-strategies [38] under the bijection M.

Definition 2.17 (Categories of games) The category G consists of

• W.o. games as objects;

• Strategies on the implication A⇒ B as morphisms A→ B;

• The composition ψ • φ := ψ ◦ φ† : A ⇒ C of strategies φ† : !A ( !B and

ψ : !B( C as the composition of morphisms φ : A→ B and ψ : B → C;

• The dereliction derA as the identity on each object A.

The subcategory LG (resp. WG) of G consists of w.f., w.o. games as objects, and

winning (resp. winning, w.b.) strategies as morphisms.

Games in G (resp. LG and WG) are w.o. (resp. w.o. and w.f.) for identities to be

well-defined (Lemma 2.16). Strategies in G are unconstrained, embodying programs

in computation. In contrast, strategies in LG (resp. WG) are winning (resp. winning

and w.b.), embodying proofs in classical logic (resp. proofs in intuitionistic logic).

These categories are cartesian closed, where a terminal object, product and expo-

nential objects are the terminal game T , product & and implication⇒, respectively.
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We leave it to the reader to verify, based on Lemmata 2.13 and 2.16, that the cat-

egories satisfy, similarly to [38, §3.5], the required axioms to be cartesian closed.

Finally, we employ the following notations:

• Given a strategy σ : G, we write σT : T ( G and σ!T : T ⇒ G for the evident

strategies that coincide with σ up to ‘tags’;

• Given strategies φ : T ( G and φ′ : T ⇒ G, we write φT , φ
′
!T : G for the

evident strategies that coincide with φ and φ′ up to ‘tags’ respectively;

• Given strategies ψ : A( B and α : A, we define ψ ◦ α := (ψ ◦ αT )T : B;

• Given strategies α : A and β : B, we define α⊗β := ((αT ⊗βT ) ◦ ι)T : A⊗B,

where ι is the unique strategy on T ( T⊗T , and 〈α, β〉 := 〈αT , βT 〉T : A&B;

• Given a strategy α : A, we define α† := ((α!T )†)!T : !A.

3 Predicate games
Having reviewed games and strategies in §2, we initiate our contributions in this

section. Before going into details, let us sketch our main idea as follows. In short, the

challenge in game semantics of MLTT is not in dependent types but in Sigma-type.

Naively, we can interpret each dependent type x : C ` D(x) type by a family D =

(D(σ))σ:C of games D(σ) indexed by strategies σ on the game C that models the

simple type C. In the presence of Sigma-type, dependent types with a single variable

covers those with more than one variable, and hence we can focus on the former.

In light of product & (Definition 2.12), which models a particular kind of Sigma-

type, viz., product type, it seems a natural idea to model the Sigma-type Σx:CD(x)

by a game Σ(C,D) such that Σ(C,D) ⊆ C ]
⋃
σ:C D(σ), where ] denotes disjoint

union, and strategies on Σ(C,D) are precisely the pairings 〈σ, τ〉 of strategies σ : C

and τ : D(σ). However, this idea does not work due to the following two problems:

1 Each game G, by definition, determines the set of all strategies on G;

2 It is impossible for P, when playing on such a game Σ(C,D), if any, to fix a

strategy σ : C, let alone a game D(σ), at the beginning of a play.

As an example of the first problem, consider a dependent type x : N ` Nb(x) type

such that canonical terms of the simple type Nb(k) (k ∈ N) are the numerals n such

that n 6 k. However, there is no game G such that G ⊆ N ]N , and 〈k, n〉 : G if and

only if n 6 k for all k, n ∈ N since if such a game G existed, then 〈0, 0〉, 〈1, 1〉 : G,

which implies 〈0, 1〉 : G by the definition of strategies on a game (Definition 2.7), a

contradiction. Consequently, no game can properly model the Sigma-type Σx:NNb(x).

Let us next give an example of the second problem. Let x : N ` ListN(x) type be

the dependent type such that canonical terms of the simple type ListN(k) (k ∈ N)

are k-lists of numerals, and assume that we model ListN as the family ListN of games

such that ListN (0) := T , ListN (n+ 1) := ListN (n) ⊗ N (n ∈ N) and ListN (⊥) :=⋃
n∈N ListN (n). If there were a game that models the Sigma-type Σx:NListN(x), then

the pairings 〈k, n1⊗n2⊗· · ·⊗nk〉 for all k, n1, n2, . . . , nk ∈ N would be total on the

game since strategies that interpret proofs must be winning (§2.2). However, there

is no such a game since O may select, by his first move on the component game on

the right-hand side, e.g., the (k + 1)-ary tensor ⊗ of N on the right hand side.

We have sketched the two fundamental limitations of games in modelling Sigma-

type. Our main idea on solving this problem is to generalise games to certain sets of

strategies, not sets of positions, called predicate (p-) games. We say that a strategy
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is on a p-game if it is an element of the p-game. To implement this idea smoothly,

we have reformulated MC-games by games, which dispense with underlying arenas,

and MC-strategies by strategies, which dispense with underlying games (§2).

This generalisation of games to p-games solves the first problem. For instance,

the p-game Σ(N,Nb) := { 〈σ, τ〉 | σ, τ : N, ∀n ∈ N. σ = n ⇒ τ : Nb(n) } models

the Sigma-type Σx:NNb(x), where we define Nb = (Nb(σ))σ:N by Nb(⊥) := N and

Nb(n) := {⊥} ∪ { k | k 6 n }. Typical plays by the strategy 〈7, 3〉 ∈ Σ(N,Nb) are

Σ(N, Nb)

qΣ(N,Nb)

〈7, 3〉
q

7

Σ(N, Nb)

qΣ(N,Nb)

〈7, 3〉
q

3

where Judge (J) first asks P the question qΣ(N,Nb) (‘What is your strategy?’) and

P answers it by the strategy 〈7, 3〉 ∈ Σ(N,Nb) (‘I declare 〈7, 3〉!’), and then a play

in the declared strategy 〈7, 3〉 between P and O follows. The arrows in the diagram

represent pointers in j-sequences (Definition 2.3). Although the declaration of a

strategy is not strictly necessary in this example, it is clear why P cannot play by

the strategy 〈0, 1〉 on the p-game Σ(N,Nb): 〈0, 1〉 /∈ Σ(N,Nb) by the definition of

Σ(N,Nb). This definition of the p-game Σ(N,Nb) is made possible by reversing the

traditional relation between games and strategies: P-games are defined by strategies.

In this way, p-games solve the first problem of games in modelling Sigma-type.

Moreover, the declaration of a strategy solves the second problem: The p-game

Σ(N,ListN ) := { 〈σ, τ〉 | σ : N, τ :
⋃
k∈N ListN (k),∀n ∈ N. σ = n ⇒ τ : ListN (n) }

models the Sigma-type Σx:NListN(x). Typical plays in Σ(N,ListN ) look like

Σ(N, ListN )

qΣ(N,ListN )

〈2, 1⊗ 3〉
q

2

Σ(N, ListN )

qΣ(N,ListN )

〈2, 1⊗ 3〉
q

3

q

1

where the declaration of the strategy 〈2, 1⊗ 3〉 ∈ Σ(N,ListN ) fixes the underlying

game on the right-hand side ListN (n.b., a strategy is a particular game, specifying

its odd-length positions too) so that O must play on the 2-ary tensor N ⊗N there.

In this way, the strategy 〈2, 1⊗ 3〉 is total on the p-game Σ(N,ListN ).

Finally, we justify p-games, in particular the use of J, as a generalisation of games

as follows. First, J is assumed at least implicitly in conventional games too since

there must be someone other than P or O to check if j-sequences made by P and O

are valid positions in the underlying game. Hence, the use of J for p-games is not a

significant departure from games. However, this argument is only conceptual, and

the following mathematical arguments matter much more. Second, the initial two

moves played in p-games are by J and P, not O and P, for the spirit of game seman-

tics: Computations in games are revealed only gradually along the development of
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plays. That is, the declaration of a strategy by P is hidden from O and visible only

to J, so that O can see the strategy only gradually via his play against the strategy

(as in the case of games). Technically, we implement this idea by keeping the ini-

tial two moves outside of O-views. Dually, O’s play on the domain Γ of each linear

implication Γ( ∆ between p-games is revealed only gradually to P, by which the

extensions of strategies on Γ( ∆ are continuous maps like each linear implication

between games; see the paragraph right after Definition 3.13. Besides, p-games are

as intensional as games and so in contrast with extensional models; see §4.6–4.7.

The rest of the present section proceeds as follows. We first make the limitations of

games precise in §3.1 and based on this observation define the fundamental concept

of p-games in §3.2. We then generalise constructions on games to p-games in §3.3.

Remark Strictly speaking, we shall interpret dependent types by families of p-

games indexed by winning, w.b. strategies, not mere strategies, in §4.1. Accordingly,

we shall slightly modify the examples ListN and Nb; see Example 4.2.

3.1 Consistency and completeness on sets of strategies

For convenience, we define a nonempty set S of strategies to be consistent if there

is a game G such that every element of S is a strategy on G, or equivalently:

Definition 3.1 (Consistency) A nonempty set S of strategies is consistent if

∀σ, τ ∈ S, sm ∈ (σ ∪ τ)Odd. s ∈ (σ ∩ τ)⇒ sm ∈ (σ ∩ τ).

Strategies σ and τ are consistent, written σ � τ , if the set {σ, τ} is consistent.

Definition 3.1 formulates the intended meaning of consistency: The union
⋃
S of a

consistent set S of strategies forms a game such that each element of S is a strategy

on
⋃
S, and conversely the set of all strategies on a game is consistent.[3] Besides:

Definition 3.2 (Completeness) A consistent set S is complete if every subset

A ⊆ PS :=
⋃
S is an element of S whenever it is a strategy on the game PS .

It is not hard to show that the map G
∼7→ {σ | σ : G } is a bijection between games

G and complete sets {σ | σ : G } of strategies with the inverse
⋃

[46, Theorem 84].

Hence, we can identify games with complete sets of strategies by this bijection.

Now, observe that the problem in interpreting the Sigma-type Σx:NListN(x) (resp.

Σx:NNb(x)) by games sketched at the beginning of §3 is due to the consistency (resp.

completeness) of games. In this way, we have identified the fundamental limitations

of games in interpreting Sigma-type: consistency and completeness.

3.2 Predicate games

Our idea is then to relax completeness and even consistency of games as follows:

Definition 3.3 (Predicate games) A predicate (p-) game is a nonempty set Γ

of strategies that is directed complete with respect to the partial order 6 defined by

[3]For the union
⋃
S to be a game, the weakening of the axiom E1 (Definition 2.6)

and the embedding of labels into moves (Definition 2.1) are crucial.
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σ 6 τ :⇔ σ � τ ∧σ ⊆ τ . A strategy γ is on Γ if γ : Γ :⇔ γ ∈ Γ. Γ is well-founded

(w.f.) (resp. well-opened (w.o.)) if the game PΓ :=
⋃

Γ is w.f. (resp. w.o.).

A position in Γ is a prefix of a sequence qΓγs such that γ ∈ Γ and s ∈ γ, where

qΓ is any fixed element, qΓγ is an initial protocol, and s is an actual position.

We relax completeness of games to directed completeness of p-games so that p-

games can model Sigma-type (§4.5.2); recall, for instance, that the p-game Σ(N,Nb)

(resp. Σ(N,ListN )) given at the beginning of §3 is incomplete (resp. inconsistent).

A play in a p-game Γ proceeds as follows. First, Judge (J) asks P a question qΓ

‘What is your strategy?,’ and P answers it by some strategy γ : Γ. Then, a play

between O and P follows, in which P must play by γ. I.e., after an initial protocol

qΓγ and given an even-length position qΓγs in Γ, O may only make an O-move m

such that sm ∈ γ, and P must make the unique P-move n such that smn ∈ γ, if

any, and none otherwise, and so on. Our naming of predicate games is motivated by

this point: In p-games, P can specify strategies just like individuals in predicates.

Crucially, γ : Γ may range over strategies on different games (Definition 2.7) as Γ

may be inconsistent. Hence, P selects an underlying game γ when she answers J.

As already explained, initial protocols played in a p-game Γ are ‘kept secret’ from

O, i.e., they are out of the O-view of any position in Γ, so that p-games are a natural

generalisation of games. In fact, the moves occurring in the initial protocols are not

counted as moves in the underlying game PΓ since MPΓ = M⋃
Γ, and the concepts

of pointers and views are applied only to actual positions in Γ since `PΓ = `⋃Γ.

Example 3.4 The predicate (p-) game induced by a game G is the p-game

P(G) := {σ | σ : G }. We abbreviate the p-games P(T ), P(0), P(1) and P(N)

as T , 0, 1 and N , and call them the terminal p-game, the empty p-game, the

unit p-game and the natural number p-game, respectively (cf. Example 2.8).

3.3 Cartesian closed categories of predicate games

Next, we lift constructions on games (§2.3) to p-games. For this task, we need the

corresponding constructions on strategies since p-games are defined by strategies.

The cases of product & and tensor ⊗ are just straightforward:

Definition 3.5 (Product on predicate games) The product of p-games Γ and ∆

is the p-game Γ & ∆ := { 〈γ, δ〉 | γ : Γ, δ : ∆ }.

Definition 3.6 (Tensor on predicate games) The tensor of p-games Γ and ∆ is

the p-game Γ⊗∆ := { γ ⊗ δ | γ : Γ, δ : ∆ }.

We proceed to generalise exponential ! on games to p-games, for which there is an

obstacle: A strategy on the exponential !G of a game G may not be obtained as the

promotion of a single strategy on G. For instance, consider Pref({q0q1q2 . . . }) : !N .

However, it is not a difficult problem; it suffices to introduce:

Notation Let Γ be a p-game. Given s ∈ P!Γ and i ∈ N, we write s � i for the

j-subsequence of s that consists of moves hereditarily justified[4] by the (i + 1)-st

[4]An occurrence n in a j-sequence s is hereditarily justified by another occurrence m in

s if J is (n) = m for some i ∈ N+ [38, p. 22].
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initial occurrence in s. For instance, consider s := q2q1q0 ∈ P!N ; then s � 0 = q2,

s � 1 = q1 and s � 2 = q0. We are interested in the case where Γ is w.o. since in

this case s � i is the actual position in Γ that occurs in s for the (i+ 1)-st time.

Definition 3.7 (Countable tensor) The countable tensor of a family (γi)i∈N of

strategies γi on a p-game Γ is the strategy ⊗i∈Nγi := { s ∈ P!Γ | ∀j ∈ N. s � j ∈ γj }.

We then define exponential ! on p-games by:

Definition 3.8 (Exponential of predicate games) The exponential of a p-game

Γ is the p-game !Γ := {⊗i∈Nγi | ∀j ∈ N. γj : Γ }.

We next define the linear implication Γ( ∆ between p-games Γ and ∆. Unlike

other constructions, we cannot define it by Γ( ∆ := { γ ( δ | γ : Γ, δ : ∆ } since

P and O have to be switched in Γ. For instance, any strategy of the form n( m

for any fixed n,m ∈ N does not compute the successor function. The point here is

that a strategy on Γ is to be chosen by O and thus must range over all strategies

on Γ, but on the contrary the formula Γ ( ∆ := { γ ( δ | γ : Γ, δ : ∆ } fixes one

particular γ : Γ for each strategy γ( δ. Hence, this formula does not work.

For this technical challenge, we introduce the following novel concept:

Definition 3.9 (FoPLIs) A family of pointwise linear implications (Fo-

PLI) between p-games Γ and ∆ is a family Φ = (Φγ)γ:Γ of strategies Φγ , called

the pointwise linear implication (PLI) of Φ at γ, that satisfies

1 ∀γ : Γ.∃δ : ∆.Φγ : γ ( δ ∧ δ = Φγ ◦ γ;

2 ∀γ, γ′ : Γ, smn ∈ (Φγ ∪ Φγ′)Even. sm ∈ Φγ ∩ Φγ′ ⇒ smn ∈ Φγ ∩ Φγ′ .

We call the union
⋃

Φ :=
⋃
γ:Γ Φγ a union of PLIs (UoPLI) between Γ and ∆.

We write F (Γ,∆) for the set of all FoPLIs between Γ and ∆, and t � Γ := t � PΓ,

where t ranges over j-sequences for which the operation t � PΓ makes sense.

Example 3.10 Define an FoPLI Φ from the natural number p-game N[0] to itself

N[1], where the subscripts ( )[i] (i = 0, 1) are to distinguish the two copies of N , by

Φσ :=

Pref({q[1]q[0]n[0]n+ 1[1]}) : n[0] ( n+ 1[1] if σ = n[0];

Pref({q[1]q[0]}) : ⊥[0] ( ⊥[1] otherwise (i.e., if σ = ⊥[0]).

The UoPLI
⋃

Φ coincides with the standard strategy on the game N ( N for the

successor [26, §2.2]. Besides, the map σ : N 7→ (
⋃

Φ)◦σ = Φσ ◦σ : N is continuous.

The UoPLI
⋃

Φ on an FoPLI Φ between p-games Γ and ∆ is to serve as a strategy

on the linear implication Γ ( ∆ between these p-games; see Definition 3.13. The

first axiom on FoPLIs specifies UoPLIs in the pointwise fashion. Further, the second

axiom brings UoPLIs determinacy and their computational nature, e.g., their input-

output behaviours induce continuous maps between DCPOs of Corollary 3.21.
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If we dropped the second axiom and took, instead of UoPLIs, the disjoint union

(to retain determinacy) on each FoPLI (without the second axiom), then its input-

output behaviours may give rise to an ordinary (possibly non-continuous, even non-

monotone) map, though it would be still a strategy, losing the computational nature.

Conceptually, if P has such a disjoint union, then she could foresee O’s computation

on the domain before playing on the domain (since O would have to select a ‘tag’

for the disjoint union on the very first move), which is close to ordinary maps and

unnatural from the computational view of game semantics. Hence, we impose the

second axiom on FoPLIs and take their unions. Let us illustrate this point by:

Example 3.11 As a nonexample, define a family Ψ = (Ψσ)σ:N of strategies Ψσ :

N[0] ( N[1] from the natural number p-game N to itself by

Ψσ :=


0[1] if σ = ⊥[0];

n[1] if σ = n[0] for some n ∈ N+;

⊥[1] otherwise (i.e., if σ = 0[0]).

This family is not an FoPLI because it does not satisfy the second axiom. As a

result, the union
⋃

Ψ is not a strategy since it does not satisfy determinacy.

On the other hand, the disjoint union ]Ψ :=
⋃
σ:N{ s[σ] | s ∈ Ψσ } is a strategy,

where ( )[σ] is the ‘tag’ for the disjoint union. However, its computation on the

codomain N[1] depends not on the computation on the domain N[0] but on the ‘tag’

( )[σ]. Thus, it is not surprising that the map σ : N 7→ Ψσ ◦ σ : N is not monotone.

Lemma 3.12 (Well-defined UoPLIs) Let Γ and ∆ be p-games.

1 Each UoPLI between Γ and ∆ is a strategy;

2 Each UoPLI between Γ and ∆ has exactly one FoPLI between Γ and ∆ whose

union coincides with the UoPLI.

Proof Let us first verify the first clause. By the two axioms on FoPLIs, UoPLs are

clearly strategies, where the embedding of labels into moves (Definition 2.1) and

the weakening of the axiom E1 (Definition 2.2) are essential.

We next show the second clause. Let Φ,Φ′ ∈ F (Γ,∆) and φ :=
⋃

Φ, and assume⋃
Φ′ = φ; we have to show Φ = Φ′. By the first axiom in Definition 3.9 on Φ and Φ′,

Φγ ◦ γ = φ ◦ γ = Φ′γ ◦ γ for all γ : Γ. This equation together with the second axiom

on Φ and Φ′ implies Φγ = φγ = Φ′γ for all γ : Γ, where φγ := { s ∈ φ | s � Γ ∈ γ }.
We have shown the required equation Φ = Φ′.

Thanks to the second clause of Lemma 3.12, we can regard the existence of the

unique FoPLI Φ between p-games Γ and ∆ such that
⋃

Φ = φ as the axiom for a

given strategy φ to be a UoPLI from Γ to ∆ (rather than Φ as a structure on φ).

Remark One might wonder why we do not define a UoPLI between p-games Γ and

∆ to be a strategy φ such that ∀γ : Γ.∃δ : ∆. { s ∈ φ | s � Γ ∈ γ } : γ( δ∧δ = φ◦γ.

However, the operation s � Γ does not make sense since a priori there is no known

arena underlying φ, which is why we define UoPLIs via FoPLIs (Definition 3.9).

Note also that in general φ : PΓ ( P∆ does not hold; e.g., see Example 4.6.
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As we have already indicated, UoPLIs between p-games Γ and ∆ are to serve as

strategies on the linear implication Γ( ∆ between Γ and ∆:

Definition 3.13 (Linear implication on predicate games) The linear implica-

tion between p-games Γ and ∆ is the p-game Γ( ∆ := {
⋃

Φ | Φ ∈ F (Γ,∆) }.
Γ⇒ ∆ := !Γ( ∆ is the function space or implication from Γ to ∆.

At this point, recall that in predicate games P declares a strategy which is invisible

to O, and then O has to play in a way that is compatible with that strategy. Then,

since P and O are switched in the domain of each linear implication between games

(Definition 2.12), one expects that in the domain Γ of each linear implication Γ( ∆

between p-games O declares a strategy which is invisible to P, and then P has to

play in a way that is compatible with that strategy. In fact, this is achieved by the

second axiom on FoPLIs: Each UoPLI φ : Γ ( ∆ must be compatible with any

strategy γ : Γ. This point also plays a crucial role in the proof of Lemma 3.18.

Lemma 3.14 (Well-defined constructions on predicate games) P-games (w.f.

ones) are closed under ♠ ∈ {&,⊗, !,(}, and w.o. ones under ♣ ∈ {&,(,⇒}.
Further, the map P (Example 3.4) preserves ♣ on games.

Proof Assume that Γ and ∆ are p-games, and G and H are games. It is easy to see

that the product Γ & ∆, the tensor Γ⊗∆ and the exponential !Γ are p-games, and

the equation P(G&H) = P(G) & P(H) holds; we leave the details to the reader.

Next, we consider linear implication (. By Lemma 3.12, it suffices to show that

the linear implication Γ( ∆ satisfies the two axioms of p-games. Then, the axioms

on Γ( ∆ follow immediately from those on ∆ and the definition of UoPLIs.

Also, well-foundedness is clearly preserved under ♠, and well-openness under ♣.

Let us next show P(G( H) = P(G)( P(H). Given φ : G( H, the family

(φσ)σ:G of strategies φσ := { s ∈ φ | s � G ∈ σ } satisfies the two axioms on FoPLIs,

whence φ =
⋃
σ:G φσ : P(G)(P(H). Conversely, any UoPLI ϕ : P(G)(P(H)

is clearly a strategy on G( H. We have shown P(G( H) = P(G)(P(H).

Finally, since each ψ : G⇒ H satisfies ψ =
⋃
⊗i∈Nσi:!G

ψ⊗i∈Nσi , where ψ⊗i∈Nσi :=

{ s ∈ ψ | s � !G ∈ ⊗i∈Nσi }, we prove the equation P(G ⇒ H) = P(G) ⇒ P(H)

just in the same way as the equation P(G( H) = P(G)(P(H).

Remark The map P does not preserve tensor ⊗ or exponential !. For instance, the

p-game P(N)[0]⊗P(N)[1] does not have Pref({q[0]1[0]q[1]0[1], q[1]1[1]q[0]0[0]}) as its

strategy, but the p-game P(N[0]⊗N[1]) does, where we use the ‘tags’ ( )[i] (i = 0, 1)

for clarity. However, innocent strategies on P(G⊗H) and those on P(G)⊗P(H)

coincide for any games G and H, and similarly for the case of exponential !.

In contrast, P preserves the other constructions (T,&,(,⇒). It is notable that

P preserves implication ⇒ even though it does not preserve exponential !.

Let us next introduce constructions on UoPLIs:

Definition 3.15 (Constructions on UoPLIs) Given p-games Γ, ∆, Θ and Ξ, and

UoPLIs φ : Γ( ∆, ψ : ∆( Θ, σ : Θ( Ξ, τ : Γ( Θ and θ : !Γ( ∆, we define
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• cpΓ := cpPΓ
, called the copy-cat on Γ;

• derΓ := derPΓ , called the dereliction on Γ;

• φ;ψ := { s � Γ,Θ | s ∈ φ ‖ ψ } (cf. Definition 2.14 and Lemma 3.12), called

the composition of φ and ψ, where φ;ψ is also written ψ ◦ φ;

• φ⊗σ := { s ∈ Γ⊗Θ( ∆⊗Ξ | s � Γ,∆ ∈ φ, s � Θ,Ξ ∈ σ }, called the tensor

of φ and σ;

• 〈φ, τ〉 := { s ∈ Γ ( ∆ & Θ | (s � Γ,∆ ∈ φ ∧ s � Θ = ε) ∨ (s � Γ,Θ ∈ τ ∧ s �
∆ = ε) }, called the pairing of φ and τ ;

• θ† := { s ∈ !Γ( !∆ | ∀m ∈M Init
!∆ . s � {m} ∈ θ }, called the promotion of θ.

Lemma 3.16 (Well-defined copy-cats and derelictions on predicate games) Sup-

pose that Γ is a p-game, and ∆ is a w.o. p-game.

1 The copy-cat cpΓ is a w.b. strategy on Γ( Γ, and winning if Γ is w.f.;

2 Copy-cats are the unit with respect to composition ◦ on strategies;

3 The dereliction der∆ is a w.b. strategy on ∆⇒ ∆, and winning if Γ is w.f.

Proof For the first clause, define Φ = (Φγ)γ:Γ ∈ F (Γ,Γ) by Φγ := cpγ , where cpγ
is the copy-cat on the game γ (Definition 2.14). Because ∀s ∈ PΓ.∃γ : Γ. s ∈ γ, we

have
⋃
γ:Γ Φγ = cpΓ, showing that cpΓ is a strategy on Γ( Γ.

Next, cpΓ is clearly total, innocent and w.b., and noetherian if Γ is w.f., where the

noetherianity follows from the well-foundedness of PΓ as in the proof of Lemma 2.16.

The second clause clearly holds by the definitions of cpΓ and the composition ◦
just like the case of copy-cats between games.

Finally, on the third clause, the case of der∆ is essentially the same as that of cpΓ

except that ∆ must be w.o. as in the case of derelictions between games (§2.3).

Lemma 3.17 (Promotion lemma on UoPLIs) Let φ : !Γ ( ∆, ψ : !∆ ( Θ and

ϕ : !Θ( Ξ be strategies between p-games. Then, we have

1 der†Γ = cp!Γ : !Γ( !Γ and der∆ ◦ φ† = φ if Γ and ∆ are w.o.;

2 ϕ ◦ (ψ ◦ φ†)† = (ϕ ◦ ψ†) ◦ φ† : !Γ( Ξ.

Proof Essentially the same as the case of MC-strategies [38].

Lemma 3.18 (Well-defined constructions on UoPLIs) Given UoPLIs φ : Γ( ∆,

ψ : ∆( Θ, σ : Θ( Ξ, τ : Γ( Θ and θ : !Γ( ∆, we have UoPLIs ψ ◦φ : Γ( Θ

φ⊗σ : Γ⊗Θ( ∆⊗Ξ, 〈φ, τ〉 : Γ( ∆&Θ and θ† : !Γ( !∆, and these constructions

preserve winning and well-bracketing of UoPLIs.

Proof First, observe that the constructions on UoPLIs are essentially the same as

those on strategies (Definition 2.14), and therefore they preserve winning and well-

bracketing of UoPLIs just as in the case of Lemma 2.16.

Let us next show ψ ◦ φ : Γ ( Θ. Let Φ ∈ F (Γ,∆) and Ψ ∈ F (∆,Θ) be the

unique FoPLIs that satisfy
⋃

Φ = φ and
⋃

Ψ = ψ, respectively. We first need to

show that the composition ψ ◦ φ is well-defined. For this task, we have:

(Claim) Given smn ∈ ψEven, if sm � ∆ ∈ Φγ ◦ γ for some γ : Γ, then

smn � ∆ ∈ Φγ ◦ γ (n.b., the nontrivial case is when n is a move in ∆).
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This claim follows from the second axiom on Ψ. By the claim, ψ plays on ∆ always

in the scope of φ on ∆: smn ∈ ψEven ∧ sm � ∆ ∈ φ � ∆ = { t � ∆ | t ∈ φ } implies

smn � ∆ ∈ φ � ∆. It then follows that the composition ψ ◦ φ is well-defined.

Define a family Ψ ◦ Φ := (ΨΦγ◦γ ◦ Φγ)γ:Γ of strategies. It is then easy to verify

Ψ ◦ Φ ∈ F (Γ,Θ), which we leave to the reader. We have to show
⋃

Ψ ◦ Φ = ψ ◦ φ.

Then, the inclusion ψ ◦ φ ⊆
⋃

(Ψ ◦ Φ) holds since each element of ψ ◦ φ is of the

form s � Γ,Θ with s ∈ φ ‖ ψ (cf. Definition 2.14), so that s ∈ Φγ ‖ ΨΦγ�∆ for some

(not necessarily unique) γ : Γ, whence s � Γ,Θ ∈ ΨΦγ�∆ ◦ Φγ . Finally, the other

inclusion
⋃

(Ψ ◦ Φ) ⊆ ψ ◦ φ clearly holds, showing ψ ◦ φ =
⋃

(Ψ ◦ Φ) : Γ( Θ.

In the following, we focus on showing φ ⊗ σ : Γ ⊗ Θ ( ∆ ⊗ Ξ since the cases

of the remaining constructions are similar. Let Σ ∈ F (Θ,Ξ) be the unique UoPLI

such that σ =
⋃

Σ. Define Φ ⊗ Σ := (Φγ ⊗ Σθ)γ⊗θ:Γ⊗Θ. It is then easy to verify

Φ⊗Σ ∈ F (Γ⊗Θ,∆⊗Ξ) and φ⊗σ =
⋃

(Φ⊗Σ). Thus, φ⊗σ : Γ⊗Θ( ∆⊗Ξ.

Definition 3.19 (Categories of predicate games) The category PG consists of

• W.o. p-games as objects;

• Strategies on the implication Γ⇒ ∆ as morphisms Γ→ ∆;

• The composition ψ • φ := ψ ◦ φ† : Γ ⇒ Θ of strategies as the composition of

morphisms φ : Γ→ ∆ and ψ : ∆→ Θ;

• The dereliction derΓ : Γ⇒ Γ as the identity idΓ on each object Γ.

The subcategory LPG (resp. WPG) of PG consists of w.f., w.o. p-games as objects,

and winning (resp. winning, w.b.) strategies as morphisms.

Just like the categories of games (Definition 2.17), p-games in PG (resp. LPG and

WPG) are w.o. (resp. w.f. and w.o.) for identities to be well-defined.

As in the case of MC-games [38, Lemma 3.4.7], each morphism Γ → !∆ in LPG
or WPG is, by innocence, the promotion φ† of a unique morphism φ : Γ → ∆. We

often use this property, e.g., write φ† for an arbitrary morphism Γ→ !∆ in WPG.

Theorem 3.20 (Well-defined CCCs of predicate games) PG, LPG and WPG are

well-defined categories with finite products (1,&) and exponential objects ⇒.

Proof By Lemma 3.18, it suffices to focus on PG. First, composition is well-defined

by Lemma 3.18, and so are identities by Lemma 3.16. Next, the associativity and

the unit law follow from Lemmata 3.16–3.17. Finally, cartesian closure of PG is

by Lemmata 3.14 and 3.18, where the required equations on strategies between

p-games hold as in the case of the cartesian closed categories of games (§2.3).

Corollary 3.21 (DCPO-enrichment) The CCCs PG, LPG and WPG are DCPO-

enriched with respect to the partial order 6 on p-games, and they are algebraic.

Proof Similar to the case of MC-games [38, §3.5.2] by the directed completeness of

p-games, where directed joins are given by unions, except that some p-games are not

pointed (e.g., the p-game Σ(N,ListN ) is not pointed since it is inconsistent).

Corollary 3.22 (Game-semantic limits) The lluf subcategory PG] ↪→ PG (resp.

LPG] ↪→ LPG, WPG] ↪→WPG), in which morphisms φ : Γ→ ∆ are all strict [49],

i.e., xy ∈ φ implies y ∈ PΓ, has all finite limits.
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Proof The argument below holds for all the three subcategories. By Theorem 3.20, it

suffices to establish the equaliser of given morphisms φ1, φ2 : Γ⇒ ∆, but it is the p-

game Θ := { γ : Γ | φ1 •γ = φ2 •γ } together with the dereliction derΘ : Θ ↪→ Γ.

We have to focus on strict strategies for Corollary 3.22 since otherwise the finite

completeness does not hold; e.g., there is no equaliser of the non-strict strategies

0, 1 : N ⇒ N . This categorical structure is innovative as game semantics and quite

useful. For instance, it enables us to internalise a certain notion of ∞-groupoids in

the category WPG], which is a key step to extend the present work to HoTT [40].

The categories of games (Definition 2.17) do not have finite limits even if we focus

on strict strategies. For example, we have no equaliser of the projections Ω&Ω⇒ Ω,

where Ω is the flat game flat({0, 1}), since { 〈ω, ω〉 | ω : Ω } is not complete (§3.1).

In summary, p-games are innovative as they provide novel game-semantic finite

limits but also a reasonable generalisation of games that inherits the computational,

intensional nature of games. We see further intensionality of p-games in §4.6–4.7.

Convention We write PG(Γ), LPG(Γ) and WPG(Γ) for the hom-DCPOs PG(T,Γ),

LPG(T,Γ) and WPG(T,Γ), respectively, for each w.o., w.f. p-game Γ, and do not

distinguish Γ and PG(Γ); e.g., γ : Γ is winning and w.b. if and only if γ ∈WPG(Γ).

4 Game semantics of Martin-Löf type theory
We are now ready to present our game semantics of MLTT. Concretely, we shall

show that the CCC WPG forms abstract semantics of MLTT: a category with fami-

lies (CwF) [50]. CwFs are much closer to the syntax than other abstract semantics,

so that we can directly see their semantic counterparts of syntax. In fact, we even

regard CwFs as another presentation of MLTT just as [51] does, and so we shall

only show that WPG forms a CwF, leaving how a CwF interprets MLTT to [52].

Specifically, we shall show that WPG gives rise to a CwF equipped with semantic

type formers [52] for One-, Zero-, N-, Pi-, Sigma- and Id-types as well as universes,

therefore achieving game semantics of MLTT equipped with these types.

The rest of this section proceeds as follows. We model (dependent) types in §4.1,

Pi-type in §4.2, and Sigma-type in §4.3. We then show that WPG gives rise to a

CwF in §4.4 and equip it with all the semantic type formers in §4.5. Finally, we

analyse the intensionality of our model of MLTT in §4.6 and prove the independence

of Markov’s principle from MLTT in §4.7 (for which employ WPG, not PG or LPG).

4.1 Dependent predicate games

We shall interpret dependent types by w.o., w.f. dependent p-games:

Definition 4.1 (Dependent predicate games) A linearly dependent predicate

(p-) game over a p-game Γ is a pair L = (|L|, ‖L‖) of a p-game |L| and a family

‖L‖ = (L(γ0))γ0∈WPG(Γ) of p-games L(γ0) with PL(γ0) ⊆ P|L|. It is well-opened

(w.o.) (resp. well-founded (w.f.)) if |L| is w.o. (resp. w.f.). A dependent pred-

icate (p-) game over a p-game Γ is a linearly dependent p-game over !Γ.

We write D`(Γ) (resp. Dw
` (Γ)) for the set of all linearly dependent p-games (resp.

w.o., w.f. ones) over Γ, and {Γ′}Γ for the constant one valued at Γ′, i.e., {Γ′}Γ :=

(Γ′, (Γ′)γ0∈WPG(Γ)). We define D(Γ) := D`(!Γ) and Dw(Γ) := Dw
` (!Γ).
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One might think of another definition of dependent p-games. Hence, we explain

the motivations for Definition 4.1 as follows. First, we shall define p-games U that

model universes and encode dependent p-games A over a p-game Γ by morphisms

φA : Γ→ U in WPG for the introduction rule of universes in §4.5.6. Then, a strategy

γ : !Γ must be winning and w.b. to ensure φA ◦ γ ∈WPG(U), i.e., φA ◦ γ is a valid

encoding of a p-game. For instance, if γ is partial, then φA ◦γ can be also partial or

incomplete as an encoding. Note that the map γ0 ∈WPG(!Γ) 7→ El(φA◦γ0) ∈WPG
is A, where El(µ) is the p-game encoded by each µ ∈WPG(U). This is why we index

the second component ‖A‖ by winning, w.b. strategies, not mere strategies, on !Γ.

See the remark right after Example 4.2 on more technical reasons for this point.

Next, the second component ‖A‖ is not continuous or even monotone, in contrast

with the interpretation of dependent types by Blot and Laird [28], since the partial

order 6 becomes equality = on D (w)(Γ) (n.b., elements in D (w)(Γ) are total). This

point matches the remark by Abramsky et al. [32, Footnote 5] that the continuity

of their interpretation of dependent types does not play any roles for their results.

From another angle: If γ0 ∈WPG(!Γ), γ0 > γ and γ0 6= γ, then φA◦γ may be partial,

i.e., not a completed encoding of a p-game, and A(γ) may not be well-defined; thus,

it does not make much sense to consider a partial order between A(γ0) and A(γ).

Besides, we need the first component |A| too as the second component ‖A‖ can be

empty. To explain this point, note that without |A| we would have to model a term

Γ ` a : A by a morphism α : Γ →
∫
A, where

∫
A is the p-game obtained from the

union
⋃
‖A‖ by taking the closure of directed joins (so that it is directed complete),

such that α satisfies the expected type dependency (§4.2). However, the constant

one {Γ}0 has ‖{Γ}0‖ = ∅ for any p-game Γ; thus, e.g.,
∫
{N}0 is not a p-game, and

so we cannot model terms x : 0 ` n : N by morphisms Γ→
∫
{N}0. Hence, in place

of
∫
A we introduce the ambient p-game |A| similarly to Abramsky et al. [27, 32].

Finally, one might consider A(γ0) ⊆ |A| in place of PA(γ0) ⊆ P|A| (γ0 ∈WPG(Γ)).

However, it is too strong in the sense that it is not preserved under our interpretation

of Pi-type (§4.5.1), and Lemma 4.15 would fail if we adopted it; see Example 4.16.

Example 4.2 Define ListN ∈ Dw(N) by ListN (0†) := T and ListN (n+ 1†) :=

ListN (n†) ⊗ N for each n ∈ N, and |ListN | :=
⋃
n∈N ListN (n†). Similarly, define

Nb ∈ Dw(N) by Nb(n
†) := {⊥} ∪ { k | k 6 n } for each n ∈ N, and |Nb| := N .

Remark The refinement of games into p-games provides us with another reason

why we should not define dependent p-games over a p-game Γ as continuous maps

from !Γ to the class of all p-games: There is no appropriate partial order between p-

games. In fact, the partial order P between p-games defined as in the case of games

by Γ P ∆ :⇔ PΓ ⊆ P∆ has N &N P Σ(N,Nb); i.e., P is too coarse to capture the

refinement of games into p-games. On the other hand, the subset relation ⊆ is finer

than P, but not preserved under our interpretation of Pi-type; see Example 4.16.

Nevertheless, we shall regard dependent p-games A as a certain class of continuous

maps A without defining a partial order between p-games (Definition 4.3). This view

on dependent p-games will turn out to be accurate for various technical reasons.
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4.2 Pi between predicate games

Let us next interpret Pi-type. Our idea is best explained by the set-theoretic analogy

as follows. Given a dependent type x : C ` D(x) type, the Pi-type ` Πx:CD(x) type is

something like the set of all functions f from C to
⋃
x:C D(x) such that f(x) ∈ D(x)

for all x ∈ C, called dependent maps from C to D, where recall that the set-theoretic

semantics interprets simple types C and terms x : C as sets C and elements x ∈ C,

respectively, and dependent types D over C as families D = (D(x))x∈C of sets D(x).

Based on this idea, we interpret Pi-type by the following pi Π (Definition 4.5):

Definition 4.3 (Closure) The closure of a linearly dependent p-game L over a

p-game Γ is the map L from Γ to the power set P(P|L|) of P|L| defined inductively

by L(γ) := {ε}∪{ sm | s ∈ L(γ)Even,∃γ0 ∈WPG(Γ). γ 6 γ0∧sm ∈ PL(γ0) }∪{ tlr |
tl ∈ L(γ)Odd,∀γ′0 ∈WPG(Γ). γ 6 γ′0 ∧ tl ∈ PL(γ′

0) ⇒ tlr ∈ PL(γ′
0) } for all γ : Γ.

Definition 4.4 (FoDPLIs) A family of dependently pointwise linear impli-

cations (FoDPLI) from a p-game Γ to a linearly dependent p-game L over Γ is

an FoPLI Φ from Γ to |L|, where PLIs of Φ are called dependent, that satisfies

∀γ : Γ.Φγ ◦ γ ⊆ L(γ). (1)

We call the UoPLI
⋃

Φ a union of DPLIs (UoDPLI) from Γ to L, and write

F (Γ, L) for the set of all FoDPLIs from Γ to L.

Definition 4.5 (Linear-pi and pi) The linear-pi from a p-game Γ to a linearly

dependent p-game L over Γ is the p-game Π`(Γ, L) := {
⋃

Φ | Φ ∈ F (Γ, L) }, and

the pi from Γ to a dependent p-game A over Γ is the linear-pi Π(Γ, A) := Π`(!Γ, A).

Remark One may wonder if another, more naive axiom ∀γ0 ∈WPG(Γ).Φγ0
◦ γ0 :

L(γ0) works in place of (1). The answer is, however, ‘no’ since Lemma 4.15 does not

hold for it. The point is that (1) permits γ0 ∈WPG(Γ) and sm ∈ (Φγ0
◦γ0)Odd with

s ∈ PL(γ0) and sm 6∈ PL(γ0), if any, but the other one may not; see Example 4.16.

We leave it to the reader to show that the axiom (1) is equivalent to

∀γ : Γ.Φγ ⊆ γ ( L(γ), (2)

and further (1) particularly implies ∀γ0 ∈WPG(Γ).Φγ0
◦γ0 ⊆ PL(γ0). We also leave

it to the reader to verify that the slightly stronger axiom

∀γ : Γ.Φγ : γ( L(γ), (3)

is equivalent to the axiom on pi-games given by Abramsky et al. [32, Definition 4.4]:

1 If s ∈
⋃

ΦEven and sm ∈ P γ0

L(γ0) for some γ0 ∈WPG(Γ), then sm ∈
⋃

Φ;

2 If tlr ∈
⋃

ΦEven and tl ∈ P γ0

L(γ′
0) for some γ′0 ∈WPG(Γ), then tlr ∈ P γ0

L(γ′
0),
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where P γ0

L(γ0)
:= γ0 ( PL(γ0). The first condition states that, at a given even-length

position s ∈
⋃

Φ, O can play as in the game P γ0

L(γ0) for any γ0 ∈WPG(Γ) that is not

yet excluded (i.e., s ∈ P γ0

L(γ0)), and the second condition stipulates that, at a given

odd-length position tl ∈
⋃

Φ, the next P’s move by
⋃

Φ must be compatible with

the game P
γ′

0

L(γ′
0) for any γ′0 ∈WPG(Γ) that is not yet excluded (i.e., tl ∈ P γ

′
0

L(γ′
0)).

We have to slightly weaken the axiom (3) into the one (2) for our generalisation

of strategies on linear implication between games to UoPLIs (n.b., as we shall see in

§4.3, this generalisation plays a crucial role for our improvement of the semantics of

Pi- and Sigma-types by Abramsky et al. [27, 32]). Specifically, this modification is

necessary because UoPLIs may control possible plays by O on the codomain; e.g., the

UoPLI
⋃
σ:!N >σ = > : Π(N,ListN ), where >σ := >, does not satisfy >1† : 1†( N ,

where ListN (1†) = N , i.e., the axiom (3) fails for the UoPLI >.

In summary, pi Π is based on the same idea as that of pi-games given by Abramsky

et al., but we adjust their axiom along the generalisation of games to p-games.

The closure L is a continuous map (Γ,6)→ (P(P|L|),4), where 4 is the liveness

ordering between sets of positions introduced by Chroboczek [53]. Roughly, S 4 S′

if P (resp. O) is more (resp. less) restricted in S than in S′; see [53, Definition 8]

for the precise definition.[5] The axiom (1) means that our interpretation of the type

dependency on Pi-type is with respect to these induced continuous maps L.[6]

Linear-pi Π` generalises linear implication(: Given p-games Γ and Γ′, Π`(Γ, {Γ′}Γ) =

Γ( Γ′. Similarly, pi generalises implication ⇒: Π(Γ, {Γ′}!Γ) = Γ⇒ Γ′.

Example 4.6 ζ : Π(N,ListN ) plays as the dependent map n ∈ N 7→ (0, 0, . . . , 0) ∈
Nn as follows. If O makes the first move q[k] (k ∈ N+) on the codomain |ListN |,
where ( )[k] is the ‘tag’ for the iterated tensor ⊗ on the codomain, then ζ asks a

question q on the domain !N ; then, if O plays on the domain !N by q 7→ n (n ∈ N+

and k 6 n), then ζ makes the move 0[k] on the codomain ListN (n†), and so on.

The family Z = (Zσ)σ:!N of strategies Zσ := { s ∈ ζ | s � !N ∈ σ } satisfies

Z ∈ F (N,ListN ) and
⋃
Z = ζ. Hence, we indeed have ζ : Π(N,ListN ).

In a pi Π(Γ, A), O specifies his strategy on the domain !Γ explicitly by his play

on the domain !Γ, and implicitly by his play on the codomain |A|. On the strategy

ζ : Π(N,ListN ) in Example 4.6, for instance, after O makes any first move on the

codomain |ListN |, he cannot play by 0† on the domain !N since ListN (0†) = T ; i.e.,

implicit. In contrast, after O plays by q 7→ n + 1 (n ∈ N) on the domain !N , his

strategy there cannot be, e.g., n+ 2†; i.e., explicit. This gradual specification of O’s

strategy on the domain never completes in general since positions are finite; e.g.,

any position in ζ cannot completely specify O’s strategy on the domain !N , where

note that O may play on the domain !N by a strategy that is not a promotion.

Theorem 4.7 (Well-defined linear-pi) Given a (w.o., w.f.) linearly dependent p-

game L over a (w.o., w.f.) p-game Γ, the linear-pi Π`(Γ, L) is a (w.o., w.f.) p-game.

[5]The directed join with respect to 4 is given by taking the intersection (resp. union)

on odd-length (resp. even-length) positions.
[6]However, we cannot directly interpret dependent types by continuous functions

(Γ,6)→ (P(P|L|),4) since the domain of our interpretation of Pi-type (Theorem 4.17)

is contravariant, and hence the monotonicity is not preserved under the interpretation.
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Proof Immediate from Lemma 3.14 since (1) is preserved under directed joins.

This theorem also implies that, given a (w.o., w.f.) dependent p-game A over a

(w.o., w.f.) p-game Γ, the pi Π(Γ, A) is a (w.o., w.f.) p-game. However, we have to

handle the case where Γ is a dependent p-game. We address this problem in §4.5.1.

4.3 Sigma on predicate games

We next interpret Sigma-type. Recall that by the set-theoretic analogy the Sigma-

type ` Σx:CD(x) type represents the set of all pairs 〈x, y〉 such that x ∈ C and

y ∈ D(x), called dependent pairs on C and D. Hence, we model Sigma-type by:

Definition 4.8 (Sigma) The sigma of a p-game Γ and a dependent p-game A

over Γ is the p-game Σ(Γ, A) := { 〈γ, α〉 : Γ & |A| | α ⊆ L(γ) }.

When A is a constant dependent p-game {Γ′}Γ, the sigma Σ(Γ, {Γ′}!Γ) coincides

with the product Γ & Γ′. Hence, sigma Σ generalises product & on p-games.

The concise axiom α ⊆ L(γ) on the sigma Σ(Γ, A) achieves the following highly

nontrivial point. First, the categorical view on semantics of MLTT (Definition 4.11)

tells us that there is a bijection between strategies ψ ∈WPG(∆,Σ(Γ, A)) and pairs

(φ, α) of strategies φ ∈WPG(∆,Γ) and α ∈WPG(∆, A{φ}), where A{φ} ∈ D(∆) is

defined by A{φ}(δ) := A(φ† ◦δ) for all δ ∈WPG(!∆). Next, recall that strategies on

the pi Π(∆, A{φ}) satisfy the axiom (1), which gradually specify the constraint on

the codomain A{φ} along the gradual specification of a strategy on the domain !∆

by O. However, since the sigma Σ(Γ, A) has nothing to do with ∆, a main challenge

is to define Σ(Γ, A) in such a way that strategies ψ : ∆ ⇒ Σ(Γ, A) accomplish the

bijection. The upshot is that the axiom α ⊆ L(γ), combined with the first axiom

on FoPLIs, meets this requirement; see the remark right after Theorem 4.13.

Example 4.9 The sigma Σ(N,ListN ) is a game-semantic counterpart of the set

of dependent pairs { (k, (n1, n2, . . . , nk)) | k, n1, n2, . . . , nk ∈ N∗ }, and the sigma

Σ(N,Nb) is that of the set of dependent pairs { (k, n) | k 6 n }.

Note in particular that the pairings 〈k, n1⊗n2⊗· · ·⊗nk〉 (k, n1, n2, . . . , nk ∈ N∗)
are total on the sigma Σ(N,ListN ) since strategies on p-games can control possible

plays by O. In contrast, even by their use of lists of games and strategies, the list

(k, n1 ⊗ n2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ nk) of strategies is partial on the list (N,ListN ) of (dependent)

games in the framework of Abramsky et al. [27, 32] since unlike the case of pi-games

there is no way to prevent O from playing arbitrarily on the second component

|ListN |. For instance, the list (0,>) (i.e., k = 0) is partial on the list (N,ListN )

since O can play as in N on the right-hand side ListN of the list. To overcome this

problem, Abramsky et al. define the lists (k, τ) of strategies k : N and τ : |ListN |
such that τ : ListN (k†) to be winning on (N,ListN ) if they are winning on N and

|ListN |, respectively. Note, however, that τ contains an infinite amount of redundant

information since it is total on |ListN |; i.e., τ is an infinite iteration of tensor ⊗ of

strategies on N . Even worse, for making their interpretation of Pi-type compatible

with that of Sigma-type (e.g., the aforementioned bijection holds), they apply the
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operation O-sat to pi-games for their interpretation of Pi-type [32, Remark 4.5 and

Theorem 5.6], which allows O to play arbitrarily on the codomain of pi-games. In

this way, the elegant interpretation of Pi-type as pi-games, which comes from the

game semantics of universal quantification [34], is lost in Abramsky et al. [27, 32].

Remark The aforementioned redundancy of winning lists on the interpretation of

Sigma-type by Abramsky et al. [27, 32] appears opposing to full completeness since

terms 〈a, b〉 : Σ(A,B) satisfy a : A and b : B(a), not x : A ` b : B(x) [52]. Then, how

does their full completeness holds? The answer is that they focus on a nonstandard

class of finite inductive types x : A ` B(x) type, which are freely generated only by

closed terms, and there is no type conversion on B(a) (a : A) [32, Figure 7]. That is,

they focus on dependent types for which the redundancy does not matter. However,

the full completeness clearly fails as soon as they include standard dependent types

such as those given by the elimination rule of N-type with respect to a universe.

In summary, the novel mathematical structure of p-games enables us to not only

dispense with the list construction but also extend the elegant game semantics of

universal quantification [34] to Pi- and Sigma-types (without the operation O-sat).

In addition, our full completeness result (§??) is with respect to a standard class of

dependent types, which indicates some canonicity of our game semantics of MLTT.

Theorem 4.10 (Well-defined sigma) Given a (w.o., w.f.) dependent p-game A

over a (w.o., w.f.) p-game Γ, the sigma Σ(Γ, A) is a (w.o., w.f.) p-game.

Proof We just show that Σ(Γ, A) is directed complete since it is the only nontrivial

point. Let D ⊆ Σ(Γ, A) be directed; we have to show
⋃
D : Σ(Γ, A). Let π1D := { γ :

Γ | ∃α : |A|. 〈γ, α〉 ∈ D } and π2D := {α : |A| | ∃γ : Γ. 〈γ, α〉 ∈ D }. Note that π1D
and π2D are both directed since so is D, and

⋃
D = 〈γ?, α?〉, where γ? :=

⋃
π1D

and α? :=
⋃
π2D. It then suffices to show α? ⊆ A(γ?) by induction on the lengths

of the elements of α?. The base case is trivial: > ∈ α? and > ∈ A(γ?).

For one of the induction steps, assume sm ∈ αOdd
? ; we have to show sm ∈ A(γ?).

By sm ∈ α?, the set { γ | 〈γ, α〉 ∈ D, sm ∈ α } is nonempty. Further, any 〈γ, α〉 ∈ D
with sm ∈ α has sm ∈ α ⊆ A(γ). Since D is directed, it follows from these two

points that there is some γ0 ∈ WPG(Γ) with sm ∈ PA(γ0) and γ 6 γ0 for all

γ ∈ π1D, thus γ? 6 γ0. Then, sm ∈ A(γ?) follows from sm ∈ PA(γ0) and γ? 6 γ0.

For the other induction step, let tlr ∈ αEven
? ; we have to show tlr ∈ A(γ?). There

is some 〈γ′, α′〉 ∈ D with tlr ∈ α′ ⊆ A(γ′). Besides, tl ∈ A(γ?) by the induction

hypothesis. Then, tlr ∈ A(γ?) follows from γ′ 6 γ?, tlr ∈ A(γ′) and tl ∈ A(γ?).

Theorem 4.10 is another technical highlight. Unlike Abramsky et al. [27, 32], our

game semantics Σ of Sigma-type does not rely on the list construction or the O-

sat construction. Also, recall that the model of Sigma-type by Blot and Laird [28]

does not preserve the linearity of product & on games (§1.4). In contrast, sigma Σ

preserves the linearity of product &. The challenge we have overcome is that the

linearity requires that a play in Σ(Γ, A) is either a play in Γ or A, but in turn we

have to specify the constraint on A in Σ(Γ, A) gradually yet without playing on Γ.

Again, however, this construction of sigma Σ is not general enough for the same

reason as the case of pi Π (§4.2); we generalise it in §4.5.2.
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4.4 Game-semantic category with families

We are now ready to give our game-semantic CwF. Let us first recall the general

definition of CwFs introduced by Dybjer [50]:

Definition 4.11 (CwFs [50, 52]) A category with families (CwF) is a tuple

C = (C,Ty,Tm, { }, T, . ,p, v, 〈 , 〉 ), where

• C is a category with a terminal object T ∈ C;
• Ty assigns, to each object Γ ∈ C, a set Ty(Γ) of types in the context Γ;

• Tm assigns, to each pair (Γ, A) of an object Γ ∈ C and a type A ∈ Ty(Γ), a

set Tm(Γ, A) of terms of type A in the context Γ;

• To each f : ∆ → Γ in C, { } assigns a map {f} : Ty(Γ) → Ty(∆), called

the substitution on types, and a family ( {f}A)A∈Ty(Γ) of maps {f}A :

Tm(Γ, A)→ Tm(∆, A{f}), called the substitutions on terms;

• . assigns, to each pair (Γ, A) of a context Γ ∈ C and a type A ∈ Ty(Γ), a

context Γ.A ∈ C, called the comprehension of A;

• p (resp. v) associates each pair (Γ, A) of a context Γ ∈ C and a type A ∈ Ty(Γ)

with a morphism p(A) : Γ.A→ Γ in C (resp. a term vA ∈ Tm(Γ.A,A{p(A)})),
called the first projection on A (resp. the second projection on A);

• 〈 , 〉 assigns, to each triple (f,A, g) of a morphism f : ∆ → Γ in C, a type

A ∈ Ty(Γ) and a term g ∈ Tm(∆, A{f}), a morphism 〈f, g〉A : ∆ → Γ.A in

C, called the extension of f by g,

that satisfies, for any Γ,∆,Θ ∈ C, A ∈ Ty(Γ), f : ∆→ Γ, e : Θ→ ∆, h ∈ Tm(Γ, A)

and g ∈ Tm(∆, A{f}), the equations

• (Ty-Id) A{idΓ} = A;

• (Ty-Comp) A{f ◦ e} = A{f}{e};
• (Tm-Id) h{idΓ}A = h;

• (Tm-Comp) h{f ◦ e}A = h{f}A{e}A{f};
• (Cons-L) p(A) ◦ 〈f, g〉A = f ;

• (Cons-R) vA{〈f, g〉A} = g;

• (Cons-Nat) 〈f, g〉A ◦ e = 〈f ◦ e, g{e}A{f}〉A;

• (Cons-Id) 〈p(A), vA〉A = idΓ.A.

Roughly, judgements of MLTT are interpreted in a CwF C by

` Γ ctx 7→ JΓK ∈ C Γ ` A type 7→ JAK ∈ Ty(JΓK)

Γ ` a : A 7→ JaK ∈ Tm(JΓK, JAK) ` Γ = ∆ ctx⇒ JΓK = J∆K ∈ C

Γ ` A = B type⇒ JAK = JBK Γ ` a = a′ : A⇒ JaK = Ja′K,

where J K denotes the semantic map or interpretation. See [52] for the details.

Let us now turn to introducing our game-semantic CwF:

Definition 4.12 (Game-semantic CwF) We define the CwF WPG as follows:

• The category WPG is given in Definition 3.19, and T is the terminal p-game;

• Ty(Γ) := Dw(Γ) (Γ ∈WPG) and Tm(Γ, A) := WPG(Π(Γ, A)) (A ∈ Dw(Γ));
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• Given φ : ∆ → Γ in WPG, the map {φ} : Ty(Γ) → Ty(∆) is defined by

A{φ}(δ) := A(φ† ◦ δ) for all A ∈ Ty(Γ) and δ : !∆, and the map {φ}A :

Tm(Γ, A) → Tm(∆, A{φ}) by α{φ}A := ιA(φ) • α • φ for all α ∈ Tm(Γ, A),

where ιA(φ) is the evident dereliction P
(⋃

γ:!ΓA(γ)
)
↪→P

(⋃
δ:!∆A{φ}(δ)

)
;

• Γ.A := Σ(Γ, A), p(A) := derΓ : Σ(Γ, A) → Γ (up to ‘tags’), vA := der|A| :

Π(Σ(Γ, A), A{p(A)}) (up to ‘tags’) and 〈φ, α〉A := 〈φ, α〉 : ∆→ Σ(Γ, A).

Remark The dereliction ιA(φ) is crucial for the substitution α{φ}A to satisfy the

axiom (1). For instance, consider the strategy ζ : Π(N,ListN ) in Example 4.6 and

the constant strategy 1 : T → N . The composition ζ • 1 : T → |ListN | does not

satisfy (1) since in (ζ • 1) • > : |ListN | O can perform any first move in |ListN |.

Notation Given Γ ∈WPG and A ∈ Dw(Γ), we write WPG(Γ, A) for Tm(Γ, A).

We write fstΣ(Γ,A) and sndΣ(Γ,A) for the projections p(A) and v(A), respectively,

and frequently omit the subscripts ( )A and ( )Σ(Γ,A) on the components of WPG.

Theorem 4.13 (Well-defined game-semantic CwF) The CCC WPG together with

the structures defined in Definition 4.12 gives rise to a CwF.

Proof Let us focus on the substitutions on terms and the extensions since the other

structures of the CwF WPG are simpler to verify. Let Γ,∆ ∈ WPG, A ∈ Dw(Γ),

φ ∈WPG(∆,Γ), α ∈WPG(Γ, A) and α̌ ∈WPG(∆, A{φ}).
By Lemma 3.18, the substitution α{φ} is winning and w.b. on ∆ ⇒ |A{φ}|. To

show α{φ} ∈WPG(∆, A{φ}), let δ† : !∆; we have to show α{φ} ◦ δ ⊆ A{φ}(δ). By

Lemma 3.17, α{φ} • δ = ιA(φ) • α ◦ (φ† • δ), where α ◦ (φ† • δ) ⊆ A(φ† • δ) by the

axiom (1) on α. Hence, we conclude α{φ} ◦ δ = ιA(φ) • α ◦ (φ† • δ) ⊆ A{φ}(δ).
Similarly, the extension 〈φ, α̌〉 is winning and w.b. on ∆ ⇒ Γ & |A|. The family

(〈φ, α̌〉δ)δ:!∆ of strategies 〈φ, α̌〉δ := { s ∈ 〈φ, α̌〉 | s � !∆ ∈ δ } is an FoPLI from !∆ to

Γ&|A| whose union is 〈φ, α̌〉. We have to show that this family meets the first axiom

on FoPLIs from !∆ to Σ(Γ, A). Fix δ : !∆; by 〈φ, α̌〉δ ◦ δ = 〈φ ◦ δ, α̌ ◦ δ〉, it suffices to

verify α̌ ⊆ A(φ◦δ), which follows from α̌◦δ ⊆ A{φ}(δ) and A(φ◦δ) 4 A{φ}(δ).

Remark The function θ 7→ (π1 • θ, π2{θ}) is the bijection between strategies

θ ∈ WPG(∆,Σ(Γ, A)) and pairs (φ, α̌) of strategies φ ∈ WPG(∆,Γ) and α̌ ∈
WPG(∆, A{φ}) mentioned in a paragraph between Definition 4.8 and Example 4.9.

Its inverse is the extension (φ, α̌) 7→ 〈φ, α̌〉. Seeing the bijection closely, it satisfies

the crucial axiom (1) for π2{θ} ∈ WPG(∆, A{π1 • θ}) by the axiom on the sigma

Σ(Γ, A) with the first axiom of FoPLIs on θ, which constitutes a particular instance

of the substitution of terms shown to be well-defined in the proof of Theorem 4.13.

4.5 Game-semantic type formers

CwFs only interpret the fragment of MLTT common to all types. Hence, in this

section, we equip the CwF WPG with semantic type formers [52] that interpret

One-, Zero-, N-, Pi-, Sigma- and Id-types as well as universes (à la Tarski).
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4.5.1 Game semantics of Pi-type

We begin with Pi-type. Recall first the semantic type former of Pi-type:

Definition 4.14 (CwFs with Pi-type [52]) A CwF C supports pi if

• (Π-Form) Given Γ ∈ C, A ∈ Ty(Γ) and B ∈ Ty(Γ.A), there is a type

Π(A,B) ∈ Ty(Γ);

• (Π-Intro) Given β ∈ Tm(Γ.A,B), there is a term λA,B(β) ∈ Tm(Γ,Π(A,B));

• (Π-Elim) Given κ ∈ Tm(Γ,Π(A,B)) and α ∈ Tm(Γ, A), there is a term

AppA,B(κ, α) ∈ Tm(Γ, B{α}), where α := 〈idΓ, α〉A : Γ→ Γ.A;

• (Π-Comp) AppA,B(λA,B(β), α) = β{α};
• (Π-Subst) Given ∆ ∈ C and φ : ∆→ Γ in C, Π(A,B){φ} = Π(A{φ}, B{φ+}),

where φ+ := 〈f ◦ p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉A : ∆.A{φ} → Γ.A;

• (λ-Subst) λA,B(b){φ} = λA{φ},B{f+}(b{φ+}) ∈ Tm(∆,Π(A{φ}, B{φ+}));
• (App-Subst) AppA,B(κ, α){φ} = AppA{φ},B{φ+}(κ{φ}, α{φ}) ∈ Tm(∆, B{α}{φ}).

Furthermore, C supports pi in the strict sense if it additionally satisfies

• (λ-Uniq) λA,B ◦AppA{p(A)},B{p(A)+}(κ{p(A)}, vA) = κ.

Pi-type (with η-rule) is modelled in a CwF that supports pi (in the strict sense)

[52]. We now proceed to show that the CwF WPG supports pi in the strict sense.

Lemma 4.15 (Pi-sigma correspondence) Given Γ ∈ WPG, A ∈ Dw(Γ) and B ∈
Dw(Σ(Γ, A)), there is a bijection λA,B : WPG(Σ(Γ, A), B)

∼→ WPG(Γ,Π(A,B)),

where Π(A,B) ∈ Dw(Γ) is defined by |Π(A,B)| := |A| ⇒ |B| and Π(A,B)(γ0) :=

Π(A(γ0), Bγ0
) for all γ0 ∈ WPG(Γ), and Bγ0

∈ Dw(A(γ0)) by |Bγ0
| := |B| and

Bγ0
(α) := B(〈γ0, α0〉) for all α0 ∈WPG(A(γ0)).

Proof It is easy to verify Bγ0
∈ Dw(A(γ0)) (γ0 ∈WPG(Γ)) and Π(A,B) ∈ Dw(Γ);

let us leave the details to the reader. It then suffices to show that the p-games

Π(Σ(Γ, A), B) and Π(Γ,Π(A,B)) coincide up to ‘tags’ for disjoint union as well-

bracketing and winning are both invariant with respect to the ‘tags.’ Let φ :

Π(Σ(Γ, A), B); we obtain φ′ : Π(Γ,Π(A,B)) from φ by adjusting ‘tags’ as follows.

Let s ∈ φ and t := s � !Σ(Γ, A). Then, for each i ∈ N, t � i is in some γ : Γ or α

such that 〈γ, α〉 : Σ(Γ, A). Hence, t ∈ (⊗i∈Nγi)⊗ (⊗j∈Nαj) for some (γi : Γ)i∈N and

(αj : |A|)j∈N. Thus, we can adjust ‘tags’ or curry φ with respect to the adjunction

between tensor ⊗ and linear implication ( [38], obtaining φ′ : Γ⇒ (|A| ⇒ |B|).
Next, fix γ : !Γ; for φ′ : Π(Γ,Π(A,B)), it remains to show φ′ ◦γ ⊆ Π(A,B)(γ). We

can prove it by induction on the length of elements of φ′ ◦ γ, where the assumption

φ : Π(Σ(Γ, A), B) provides the conditions for the induction to go through; we leave

the details to the reader. Therefore, φ′ : Π(Γ,Π(A,B)), defining the required map

λA,B : φ 7→ φ′ which only adjusts ‘tags.’ The inverse is given in the same vein.

Example 4.16 Define N+
b ∈ D(Σ(N,Nb)) by N+

b (〈n, k〉†) := Nb(n+ k†) for all

n, k ∈ N with n 6 k and |N+
b | := N . For each φ : Π(Γ, A), if we adopted another ax-

iom ∀γ0 ∈WPG(!Γ). φ◦γ0 : A(γ0) in place of (1) in Definition 4.4, then the bijection

WPG(Σ(N,Nb), N
+
b ) ∼= WPG(N,Π(Nb, N

+
b )) would fail as derN between Σ(N,Nb)
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and N+
b is in WPG(Σ(N,Nb), N

+
b ), but λNb,N+

b
(derN ) 6∈ WPG(N,Π(Nb, N

+
b )) as

λNb,N+
b

(derN ) • 0 = derN 6∈WPG(Nb(0
†), (N+

b )0†) = WPG(0, 0).

This example also explains why Definition 3.3 requires PA(γ0) ⊆ P|A|, not A(γ0) ⊆
|A|, for all γ0 ∈WPG(!Γ): Nb(n

†) ⊆ N = |Nb| and N+
b (〈n, k〉†) = N = |N+

b | for all

n, k ∈ N with n 6 k; however, Π(Nb, N
+
b )(0†) = 0⇒ 0 6⊆ N ⇒ N = |Π(Nb, N

+
b )|.

Theorem 4.17 (Game semantics of Pi-type) The CwF WPG strictly supports pi.

Proof Let Γ ∈WPG, A ∈ Dw(Γ), B ∈ Dw(Σ(Γ, A)) and β ∈WPG(Σ(Γ, A), B).

• (Π-Form) Π(A,B) ∈ Dw(Γ) is defined in Lemma 4.15.

• (Π-Intro) By Lemma 4.15, we obtain λA,B(β) ∈WPG(Γ,Π(A,B)). We often

omit the subscripts ( )A,B on λA,B and the evident inverse λ−1
A,B .

• (Π-Elim) Define AppA,B(κ, α) := λ−1
A,B(κ){α} for all κ ∈ WPG(Γ,Π(A,B))

and α ∈ WPG(Γ, A). We can show λ−1
A,B(κ){α} : Π(Γ, B{α}) as in the proof

of Theorem 4.13, whence AppA,B(κ, α) ∈WPG(Γ, B{α}) by Lemma 3.18. We

often omit the subscripts ( )A,B on AppA,B .

• (Π-Comp) AppA,B(λA,B(β), α) = λ−1
A,B(λA,B(β)){α} = β{α}.

• (Π-Subst) Given ∆ ∈WPG and φ : ∆→ Γ in WPG,

Π(A,B){φ} = (Π(A(γ0), Bγ0
))γ0∈WPG(!Γ){φ}

= (Π(A(φ† ◦ δ0), Bφ†◦δ0))δ0∈WPG(!∆)

= (Π(A{φ}(δ0), B{φ+}δ0))δ0∈WPG(!∆)

= Π(A{φ}, B{φ+}),

where the third equation holds because for all α̂0 ∈WPG(!A(φ • δ)) we have

B{φ+}δ0(α̂0) = B{φ+}(〈δ0, α̂0〉)

= B(〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉† ◦ 〈δ0, α̂0〉)

= B(〈φ† ◦ δ0, α̂0〉)

= Bφ†◦δ0(α̂0).

• (λ-Subst) We clearly have

λA,B(β){φ} = ι • λA,B(β) • φ

= λA{φ},B{φ+}(ι • β† ◦ 〈φ • fstΣ(∆,A{φ}), sndΣ(∆,A{φ})〉†) (by the definition of λ)

= λA{φ},B{φ+}(ι • β† • 〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{f}〉)

= λA{φ},B{φ+}(β{φ+}).
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• (App-Subst) Moreover, it is easy to see that

AppA,B(κ, α){φ} = λ−1
A,B(κ){〈derΓ, α〉}{φ}

= ι • λ−1
A,B(κ) • (〈derΓ, α〉 • φ)

= ι • λ−1
A,B(κ) • 〈φ, α{φ}〉

= ι • λ−1
A,B(κ) • (〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉 • 〈der∆, α{φ}〉)

= (λ−1
A,B(κ){φ+}) • (α{φ})

= λ−1
A{φ},B{φ+}(κ{φ}){(α{φ})} (by λ-Subst)

= AppA{φ},B{φ+}(κ{φ}, α{φ}) (by Π-Comp).

• (λ-Uniq) Finally, we have

λA,B(AppA{p(A)},B{p(A)+}(κ{p(A)}, vA)) = λA,B(λ−1
A{p(A)},B{p(A)+}(κ{p(A)}){vA})

= λA,B((λ−1
A,B(κ){p(A)+}){vA}) (by λ-Subst)

= λA,B(λ−1
A,B(κ) • (p(A)+ • vA))

= λA,B(λ−1
A,B(κ) • derΣ(Γ,A))

= λA,B(λ−1
A,B(κ))

= k,

where p(A)+ := 〈p(A) • p(A{p(A)}), vA{p(A)}〉 : Σ(Σ(Γ, A), A{p(A)}) →
Σ(Γ, A) and vA := 〈derΣ(Γ,A), vA〉 : Σ(Γ, A)→ Σ(Σ(Γ, A), A{p(A)}),

which completes the proof.

4.5.2 Game semantics of Sigma-type

Next, we consider Sigma-type. Again, we first recall its semantic type former:

Definition 4.18 (CwFs with Sigma-type [52]) A CwF C supports sigma if

• (Σ-Form) Given Γ ∈ C, A ∈ Ty(Γ) and B ∈ Ty(Γ.A), there is a type

Σ(A,B) ∈ Ty(Γ);

• (Σ-Intro) There is a morphism PairA,B : Γ.A.B → Γ.Σ(A,B) in C;
• (Σ-Elim) Given P ∈ Ty(Γ.Σ(A,B)) and ρ ∈ Tm(Γ.A.B, P{PairA,B}), there

is a term RΣ
A,B,P (ρ) ∈ Tm(Γ.Σ(A,B), P );

• (Σ-Comp) RΣ
A,B,P (ρ){PairA,B} = ρ;

• (Σ-Subst) Given ∆ ∈ C and φ : ∆→ Γ in C, Σ(A,B){φ} = Σ(A{φ}, B{φ+}),
where φ+ := 〈φ ◦ p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉A : ∆.A{φ} → Γ.A;

• (Pair-Subst) p(Σ(A,B)) ◦PairA,B = p(A) ◦p(B) and φ? ◦PairA{φ},B{φ+} =

PairA,B◦φ++, where φ? := 〈φ◦p(Σ(A,B){φ}), vΣ(A,B){φ}〉Σ(A,B) : ∆.Σ(A,B){φ} →
Γ.Σ(A,B) and φ++ := 〈φ+◦p(B{φ+}), vB{φ+}〉B : ∆.A{φ}.B{φ+} → Γ.A.B;

• (RΣ-Subst) RΣ
A,B,P (p){φ?} = RΣ

A{f},B{f+},P{f?}(p{φ
++}).

Moreover, C supports sigma in the strict sense if it also satisfies

• (RΣ-Uniq) If ρ ∈ Tm(Γ.A.B, P{PairA,B}), σ ∈ Tm(Γ.Σ(A,B), P ) and

σ{PairA,B} = ρ, then σ = RΣ
A,B,P (ρ).
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Sigma-types with (η-rule) are interpreted in a CwF that supports sigma (in the

strict sense) [52]. Now, we describe our game-semantic interpretation of Sigma-type:

Theorem 4.19 (Game semantics of Sigma-type) The CwF WPG supports sigma

in the strict sense.

Proof Let Γ ∈WPG, A ∈ Dw(Γ) and B ∈ Dw(Σ(Γ, A)).

• (Σ-Form) Similarly to pi Π, define Σ(A,B) := (Σ(A(γ0), Bγ0
))γ0∈WPG(Γ).

• (Σ-Intro) By the obvious bijection Σ(Σ(Γ, A), B) ∼= Σ(Γ,Σ(A,B)), define

PairA,B : Σ(Σ(Γ, A), B) → Σ(Γ,Σ(A,B)) to be the evident dereliction up

to ‘tags,’ i.e., PairA,B := 〈fst • fst, 〈snd{fst}, snd〉〉. Note that the inverse is

Pair−1
A,B = 〈〈fst, snd1〉, snd2〉, where snd1 : Σ(Γ,Σ(A,B))→ A{fst} and snd2 :

Σ(Γ,Σ(A,B))→ B{〈fst, snd1〉} are the evident derelictions, respectively.

• (Σ-Elim) Given P ∈ Dw(Σ(Γ,Σ(A,B))) and ξ ∈WPG(Π(Σ(Σ(Γ, A), B), P{PairA,B})),
define RΣ

A,B,P (ξ) ∈WPG(Π(Σ(Γ,Σ(A,B)), P )) to be ξ{Pair−1
A,B}.

• (Σ-Comp) We have

RΣ
A,B,P (ξ){PairA,B} = RΣ

A,B,P (ξ){PairA,B}

= ξ{Pair−1
A,B}{PairA,B}

= ξ{Pair−1
A,B • PairA,B}

= ξ{idΣ(Σ(Γ,A),B)}

= ξ.

• (Σ-Subst) Similar to the case of pi Π.

• (Pair-Subst) Under the same assumption, we have

p(Σ(A,B)) • PairA,B = fst • 〈fst • fst, 〈snd{fst}, snd〉〉

= fst • fst

= p(A) • p(B),

and also we have

φ? • PairA{φ},B{φ+} = 〈φ • p(Σ(A,B){φ}), vΣ(A,B){φ}〉 • PairA{φ},B{φ+}

= 〈φ • p(Σ(A{φ}, B{φ+})) • PairA{φ},B{φ+}, vΣ(A,B){φ}{PairA{φ},B{φ+}}〉

= 〈φ • p(A{φ}) • p(B{φ+}), vΣ(A{φ},B{φ+}){PairA{φ},B{φ+}}〉

(by the above equations)

= 〈φ • fst • fst, snd{〈fst • fst, 〈snd{fst}, snd〉〉}〉

= 〈φ • fst • fst, 〈snd{fst}, snd〉〉

= 〈fst • fst, 〈snd{fst}, snd〉〉 • 〈〈φ • fst • fst, snd{fst}〉, snd〉

= 〈fst • fst, 〈snd{fst}, snd〉〉 • 〈〈φ • fst, snd〉 • fst, snd〉

= PairA,B • 〈〈φ • p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉 • p(B{φ+}), vB{φ+}〉

= PairA,B • 〈φ+ • p(B{φ+}), vB{φ+}〉

= PairA,B • φ++.
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• (RΣ-Subst) We have

RΣ
A,B,P (ξ){φ?} = ξ{Pair−1

A,B}{〈φ • p(Σ(A,B){φ}, vΣ(A,B){φ}〉}

= ξ{〈〈fst, snd1〉, snd2〉 • 〈φ • fst, snd〉}

= ξ{〈〈φ • fst, snd1{〈φ • fst, snd〉}〉, snd2{〈φ • fst, snd〉}〉}

= ξ{〈〈φ • fst, snd1〉, snd2〉}

= ξ{〈〈φ • fst, snd〉 • fst, snd〉 • 〈〈fst, snd1〉, snd2〉}

= ξ{〈φ+ • fst, snd〉 • 〈〈fst, snd1〉, snd2〉}

= ξ{〈φ+ • p(B{φ+}), vB{φ+}〉 • Pair−1
A{φ},B{φ+}}

= RΣ
A{φ},B{φ+},P{φ?}(ξ{〈φ

+ • p(B{φ+}), vB{φ+}〉})

= RΣ
A{φ},B{φ+},P{φ?}(ξ{φ

++}).

• (RΣ-Uniq) Given ρ ∈WPG(Π(Σ(Γ,Σ(A,B)), P )) and ρ{PairA,B} = ξ,

ρ = ρ{idΣ(Γ,Σ(A,B))} = ρ{PairA,B}{Pair−1
A,B} = ξ{Pair−1

A,B} = RΣ
A,B,P (ξ),

which completes the proof.

4.5.3 Game semantics of N-type

We proceed to give our game semantics of the N-type. Again, let us first present the

semantic type former of N-type:

Definition 4.20 (CwFs with the N-type [52]) A CwF C supports N if:

• (N-Form) Given Γ ∈ C, there is a type N[Γ] ∈ Ty(Γ), called natural number

(N-) type in Γ, which we often abbreviate as N ;

• (N-Intro) There are a term 0Γ ∈ Tm(Γ, N) and a morphism succΓ : Γ.N →
Γ.N in C that satisfy for any morphisms f : ∆→ Γ and g : ∆.N → Γ in C

0Γ{f} = 0∆ ∈ Tm(∆, N) p(N) ◦ succΓ = p(N) : Γ.N → Γ

succΓ ◦ 〈g, vN 〉N = 〈g, vN{succ∆}〉N : ∆.N → Γ.N ;

Notation Let zeroΓ := 〈idΓ, 0Γ〉N : Γ → Γ.N for each Γ ∈ C; it satisfies

zeroΓ ◦ f = 〈f, 0∆〉N = 〈f, vN{zero∆}〉N : ∆ → Γ.N for any f : ∆ → Γ in C.
We often omit the subscript ( )Γ on 0, zero and succ. Define nΓ ∈ Tm(Γ, N)

for each n ∈ N by: 0Γ is already given, and n+ 1Γ
:= vN{succΓ ◦ 〈idΓ, nΓ〉}.

• (N-Elim) Given a type P ∈ Ty(Γ.N), and terms cz ∈ Tm(Γ, P{zero}) and

cs ∈ Tm(Γ.N.P, P{succ ◦ p(P )}), there is a term RNP (cz, cs) ∈ Tm(Γ.N, P );

• (N-Comp) We have the following equations:

RNP (cz, cs){zero} = cz ∈ Tm(Γ, P{zero});

RNP (cz, cs){succ} = cs{〈idΓ.N ,RNP (cz, cs)〉P } ∈ Tm(Γ.N, P{succ});

• (N-Subst) NΓ{f} = N∆ ∈ Ty(∆);
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• (RN -Subst)RNP (cz, cs){φ+} = RNP{φ+}(cz{φ}, cs{φ
++}) ∈ Tm(∆.N, P{φ+}),

where φ+ := 〈φ ◦ p(N), vN 〉N : ∆.N → Γ.N and φ++ := 〈φ+ ◦
p(P{φ+}), vP{φ+}〉P : ∆.N.P{φ+} → Γ.N.P .

The following is basically the winning part of the game semantics of PCF [26]:

Theorem 4.21 (Game semantics of the N-type) The CwF WPG supports N.

Proof Let Γ,∆ ∈WPG, φ : ∆→ Γ and ψ : Σ(∆, {N}∆)→ Γ in WPG.

• (N-Form) NΓ is the constant dependent p-game {N}!Γ (Example 3.4).

• (N-Intro) 0Γ ∈ WPG(Γ, {N}) is 0 up to ‘tags,’ and succΓ : Σ(Γ, {N[0]}) →
Σ(Γ, {N[1]}) is 〈p({N}), sΓ〉, where sΓ : Π(Σ(Γ, {N[0]}), {N[1]}) is defined by

sΓ := Pref({ q[1]q[0]n[0](n + 1)[0] | n ∈ N }). Clearly, 0Γ • φ = 0∆ and sΓ •
〈g, v{N}∆〉 = s∆ = v{N}∆{succ∆}, and thus the required equations hold.

• (N-Elim) Given P ∈ Dw(Σ(Γ, {N})), cz ∈ WPG(Γ, P{zero}) and cs ∈
WPG(Σ(Σ(Γ, {N}), P ), P{succ • p(P )}), there are two terms

c̃z ∈WPG(Σ(Π(Σ(Γ, {N}), P ), {Σ(Γ, {N})}), P{zero • fst • snd});

c̃s ∈WPG(Σ(Π(Σ(Γ, {N}), P ), {Σ(Γ, {N})}), P{succ • pred • snd})

defined respectively by:

c̃z : Π(Σ(Γ, {N}), P ) & Σ(Γ, {N}) snd−→ Σ(Γ, {N}) fst−→ Γ
cz−→ |P{zero}|;

c̃s : Π(Σ(Γ, {N}), P ) & Σ(Γ, {N}) 〈pred•snd,evP {〈fst,pred•snd〉}〉−→ Σ(Γ, {N}) & |P | cs−→ |P{succ • fst}|

where evP ∈ WPG(Σ(Π(Σ(Γ, {N}), P ), {Σ(Γ, {N})}), P{snd}) is the evalua-

tion on P [17], i.e., evP := λ−1(derΠ(Σ(Γ,{N}),P )), and predΓ : Σ(Γ, {N[0]})→
Σ(Γ, {N[1]}) is Pref({q[1]q[0]0[0]0[0]} ∪ { q[1]q[0](n+ 1)[0]n[0] | n ∈ N }).
In addition, define

Pz := P{zero • p(N)}) ∈ Ty(Σ(Γ, {N}));

Ps := P{succ • pred • p(Pz)} ∈ Ty(Σ(Σ(Γ, {N}), Pz)).

We also have condP ∈ WPG(Σ(Σ(Σ(Γ, {N}), Pz), Ps), P{p(Pz) • p(Ps)}),
which is the standard interpretation of conditionals on P [21, 22, 26, 38]:

It first asks an input natural number in the component N of the domain, and

plays as the dereliction between Pz and P{p(Pz) • p(Ps)} if the answer is 0,

and as the dereliction between Ps and P{p(Pz) • p(Ps)} otherwise.

We then define FNP (cz, cs) : Π(Σ(Γ, {N}), P )→ Π(Σ(Γ, {N}), P ) by:

FNP (cz, cs) := λ{Σ(Γ,{N})},{P{snd}}(condP {〈〈snd, c̃z〉, c̃s〉}).

Finally, we define RNP (cz, cs) ∈ WPG(Σ(Γ, {N}), P ) to be the least upper

bound of the following chain of (RNP (cz, cs)n : Π(Σ(Γ, {N}), P ))n∈N:

RNP (cz, cs)0 := > RNP (cz, cs)n+1 := FNP (cz, cs) • RNP (cz, cs)n.
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• (N-Comp) By the definition of RNP (cz, cs), we have

RNP (cz, cs){zero} = cz ∈WPG(Γ, P{zero});

RNP (cz, cs){succ} = cs{〈derΣ(Γ,{N}),RNP (cz, cs)〉} ∈WPG(Σ(Γ, {N}), P{succ}).

• (N-Subst) It is clear that {N}!Γ{f} = {N}!∆.

• (RN -Subst) Finally, by the definition of RNP (cz, cs), we have

RNP (cz, cs){φ+} = RNP{φ+}(cz{φ}, cs{φ
++})

(or alternatively show RNP (cz, cs)n{φ+} = RNP{φ+}(cz{φ}, cs{φ
++})n for all n ∈ N

by induction on n so that the above equation holds) which completes the proof.

4.5.4 Game semantics of One- and Zero-types

Next, we interpret One- and Zero-types. Since it is trivial to interpret these types,

we only sketch the proof. See [52] for the semantic type formers for these types.

Theorem 4.22 (Game semantics of one- and zero-types) The CwF WPG supports

the semantic type formers for One- (in the strict sense) and Zero-types.

Proof (sketch) We interpret One- and Zero-types by the constant dependent p-

games valued at the terminal p-game T and the empty p-game 0, respectively.

4.5.5 Game semantics of Id-type

Let us proceed to our game semantics of Id-types. Again, we first review the semantic

type former of Id-type:

Definition 4.23 (CwFs with Id-types [52]) A CwF C supports Id if

• (Id-Form) Given Γ ∈ C and A ∈ Ty(Γ), there is a type IdA ∈ Ty(Γ.A.A+),

where A+ := A{p(A)} ∈ Ty(Γ.A);

• (Id-Intro) There is a morphism ReflA : Γ.A→ Γ.A.A+.IdA in C;
• (Id-Elim) Given B ∈ Ty(Γ.A.A+.IdA) and β ∈ Tm(Γ.A,B{ReflA}), there is

a term RId
A,B(β) ∈ Tm(Γ.A.A+.IdA, B);

• (Id-Comp) RId
A,B(β){ReflA} = β;

• (Id-Subst) IdA{f++} = IdA{f} ∈ Ty(∆.A{f}.A{φ}+) for all ∆ ∈ C
and φ : ∆ → Γ in C, where A{φ}+ := A{φ}{p(A{φ})} ∈ Ty(∆.A{φ}),
φ+ := 〈φ ◦ p(A{φ}), vA{φ}〉A : ∆.A{φ} → Γ.A and φ++ := 〈φ+ ◦
p(A+{φ+}), vA+{φ+}〉A+ : ∆.A{φ}.A+{φ+} → Γ.A.A+;

• (Refl-Subst) ReflA ◦φ+ = φ+++ ◦ReflA{φ} : ∆.A{φ} → Γ.A.A+.IdA, where

φ+++ := 〈φ++ ◦ p(IdA{φ++}), vIdA{φ++}〉IdA : ∆.A{φ}.A+{φ+}.IdA{φ} →
Γ.A.A+.IdA;

• (RId-Subst) RId
A,B(β){φ+++} = RId

A{φ},B{φ+++}(β{φ
+}).

Theorem 4.24 (Game semantics of Id-type) The CwF WPG supports Id.

Proof Let Γ ∈WPG and A ∈ Dw(Γ).
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• (Id-Form) Define IdA := (IdA(γ0)(α0, α
′
0))〈〈γ0,α0〉,α′

0〉∈WPG(Σ(Σ(Γ,A),A+)), where

IdA(γ0)(α0, α
′
0) :=

T if α0 = α′0;

0 otherwise.

• (Id-Intro) Define ReflA : Σ(Γ, A[1]) → Σ(Σ(Σ(Γ, A[2]), A
+
[3]), IdA) to be the

strategy that plays as the dereliction between Σ(Γ, A[1]) and Σ(Γ, A[2]), be-

tween |A[1]| and |A+
[3]|, or as the canonical one Σ(Γ, A[1]) → 1. Note that

there is the inverse Refl−1
A : Σ(Σ(Σ(Γ, A[2]), A

+
[3]), IdA) → Σ(Γ, A[1]) which is

the dereliction between Σ(Γ, A[2]) and Σ(Γ, A[1]) up to ‘tags.’

• (Id-Elim) GivenB ∈ Dw(Σ(Σ(Σ(Γ, A[2]), A
+
[3]), IdA)) and β ∈WPG(Σ(Γ, A), B{ReflA}),

define RId
A,B(β) := β{Refl−1

A } ∈WPG(Σ(Σ(Σ(Γ, A[1]), A
+
[2]), IdA), B).

This interpretation of Id-type essentially coincides with that of the preceding work

[27], and the remaining details are straightforward. Hence, we leave the remaining

interpretation of Id-Comp, Id-Subst and Refl-Subst to the reader.

4.5.6 Game semantics of universes

Definition 4.25 (Universe predicate games) For each k ∈ N, we define a p-game

Uk, a full subcategory WPG6k ↪→ WPG and a subset Dw(Γ)6k ⊆ Dw(Γ) for each

Γ ∈WPG6k by the following mutual recursion:

• Uk := {A ◦ γ0 | Γ ∈WPG6k, A ∈ Dw(Γ)6k, γ0 ∈WPG(!Γ) }, where we define

the morphism A ∈WPG6k(Γ,Uk) by

A := Pref({qOQ.APA}) (A ∈ {{1}!Γ, {0}!Γ, {N}!Γ, {Ui}!Γ})

A{φ} := A • φ El(φ) := φ

X(A,B) := Pref({ qOQ.](X)PA.s | s ∈ 〈A,B〉 }) (X ∈ {Π,Σ})

IdA(α, α′) := Pref({ qOQ.](Id)PA.s | s ∈ 〈A, 〈α, α′〉〉 }),

where ] assigns arbitrary fixed natural numbers to Π, Σ and Id;

• WPG6k is the least full subcategory of WPG that satisfies

1 1,0, N ∈WPG6k;

2 Ui ∈WPG6k if i < k;

3 Σ(Γ, A) ∈WPG6k if Γ ∈WPG6k and A ∈ Dw(Γ)6k;

• Dw(Γ)6k (Γ ∈WPG6k) is the least subset of Dw(Γ) that satisfies

1 {G}!Γ ∈ Dw(Γ)6k if G ∈WPG6k;

2 A{φ} ∈ Dw(∆)6k if A ∈ Dw(Γ)6k, ∆ ∈WPG6k and φ ∈WPG(∆,Γ);

3 Π(A,B),Σ(A,B) ∈ Dw(Γ)6k if A ∈ Dw(Γ)6k and B ∈ Dw(Σ(Γ, A))6k;

4 IdA(α, α′) ∈ Dw(Γ)6k if A ∈ Dw(Γ)6k and α, α′ ∈WPG(Π(Γ, A));

5 El(φ) ∈ Dw(Γ)6k if φ ∈WPG(Γ,Uj) such that j 6 k

where El(µ) ∈ WPG for each µ ∈ WPG(U) is the unique p-game that sat-

isfies El(µ) = µ, and El(φ) ∈ Dw(Γ) for each φ ∈ WPG(Γ,U) is the unique

dependent p-game over Γ given by El(φ)(γ) := El(φ†γ) for all γ : !Γ.

Note that it is in general impossible to encode strategies α and α′ by natural

numbers. For instance, consider A = {N ⇒ N}!T and α, α′ : N ⇒ N , where α
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and α′ are uncomputable ones given by O. Hence, we instead define the strategy

IdA(α, α′) := Pref({ qOQ.](Id)PA.s | s ∈ 〈A, 〈α, α′〉〉 }) by incorporating α and α′

themselves. This novel technique enables us to encode our game semantics of Id-

types effectively as strategies whose codomains are universes.

Definition 4.26 (The subcategory UPG ↪→WPG) The full subcategory UPG ↪→
WPG is defined by ob(UPG) :=

⋃
k∈N ob(WPG6k), and the subset DU(Γ) ⊆ Dw(Γ)

(Γ ∈ UPG) by DU(Γ) :=
⋃
k∈N Dw(Γ)6k. We also write UPG(Γ) for WPG(Γ).

Definition 4.27 (CwFs with universes) A CwF C supports (the cumulative

hierarchy of) universes if

• (U-Form) Given Γ ∈ C, there is a type UΓ
k ∈ Ty(Γ) for each k ∈ N, called

the kth universe in the context Γ, where we often omit the superscript ( )Γ

and/or the subscript ( )k on UΓ
k ;

• (U-Intro) Given A ∈ Ty(Γ), there is a term En(A) ∈ Tm(Γ,Uk) for some

k ∈ N, and in particular En(UΓ
k ) ∈ Tm(Γ,UΓ

k+1) for all k ∈ N;

• (U-Elim) Each term c ∈ Tm(Γ,U) induces a type El(c) ∈ Ty(Γ);

• (U-Comp) El(En(A)) = A for all A ∈ Ty(Γ);

• (U-Cumul) If c ∈ Tm(Γ,Uk), then c ∈ Tm(Γ,Uk+1);

• (U-Subst) Given φ : ∆→ Γ in C, UΓ
k {φ} = U∆

k ∈ Ty(∆) for all k ∈ N;

• (En-Subst) En(A){φ} = En(A{φ}) ∈ Tm(∆,U) for all A ∈ Ty(Γ).

Theorem 4.28 (Game semantics of universes) The CwF UPG supports universes.

Proof Let Γ,∆ ∈ UPG, φ : ∆→ Γ in UPG and A ∈ DU(Γ).

• (U-Form) UΓ
k := {Uk}!Γ for each k ∈ N, where Uk is given in Definition 4.25.

• (U-Intro) En(A) := A ∈ UPG(Π(Γ, {U}!Γ)) (Definition 4.25);

• (U-Elim) The operation El is given in Definition 4.25;

• (U-Comp) We see that El ◦ En(A) = A holds by induction on A;

• (U-Cumul) Immediate from Definition 4.25;

• (U-Subst) As in the case of N-type;

• (En-Subst) En(A){φ} = A{φ} = A{φ} = En(A{φ}),
which complete the proof.

Finally, it is straightforward to see that the CwF UPG supports the other semantic

type formers considered so far in the same way the CwF WPG does:

Corollary 4.29 (Game semantics of MLTT) The CwF UPG strictly supports

One-, Zero-, N-, Pi-, Sigma- and Id-types as well as universes.

4.6 Intensionality

The CwF UPG is not well-pointed since 0 6= 0′ : N → N , where 0 := Pref({q0})
and 0′ := Pref({ qqn0 | n ∈ N }), and 0 • σ = 0′ • σ for all σ ∈ UPG(N). More

generally, p-games are as intensional as games, which Corollary ?? shows.

In this section, we illustrate this intensionality of our game semantics in terms of

the following principles within MLTT.
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4.6.1 Equality reflection

Equality reflection (EqRefl) [11] states that propositionally equal terms are judg-

mentally equal, i.e., Γ ` p : IdA(a, a′) implies Γ ` a = a′ : A.

EqRefl is invalid in our game semantics. For example, terms x : N, y : 0 ` x : N

and x : N, y : 0 ` succ(x) : N in MLTT are interpreted respectively as morphisms

N & 0
fst−→ N

snd−→ N and N & 0
fst−→ N

succ−→ N
snd−→ N in UPG. These morphisms are

not equal, but there is the interpretation of a term x : N, y : 0 ` p : IdN(succ(x), x) in

UPG that plays in the component game 0 in the domain by the second move.

4.6.2 Function extensionality

Next, function extensionality (FunExt) [11, 15] states that given types Γ ` A type

and Γ, x : A ` B type, and terms Γ ` f : Πx:AB(x) and Γ ` g : Πx:AB(x), the type

Γ ` Πx:AIdB(x)(f(x), g(x))⇒ IdΠx:AB(x)(f, g) type has a proof.

Our game semantics does not satisfy FunExt since strategies f ∈WPG(Π(Γ, A))

are in general not completely specified by the map γ ∈ UPG(!Γ) 7→ f ◦ γ : A(γ).

For instance, the morphisms 0, 0′ : N → N given above serve as a concrete witness

of our refutation of FunExt.

4.6.3 Uniqueness of identity proofs

Let us proceed to analyse uniqueness of identity proofs (UIP) [14], which states that

there is a proof of the following type: Γ ` Πa1,a2:AΠp,q:IdA(a1,a2)IdIdA(a1,a2)(p, q) type.

Our game semantics validates UIP as follows. If the context Γ contains Zero-type,

then the validation is trivial just as in the case of EqRefl. Hence, assume that Γ

does not contain Zero-type. Then, by our interpretation of Id-types as either 1 or

0, our game semantics validates UIP in this case too.

4.6.4 Criteria of intensionality

There are Streicher’s Criteria of Intensionality [54]:

1 x, y : S, z : IdS(x, y) 6` x = y : S;

2 x, y : S, z : IdS(x, y) 6` A(x) = A(y) type;

3 If ` p : IdS(t, t′), then ` t = t′ : S

for some simple type S and dependent type x : S ` A type.

For the first criterion, take N-type N as S. There are derelictions onN (up to ‘tags’)

as the interpretations of x, y : N, z : IdN(x, y) ` x : N and x, y : N, z : IdN(x, y) ` y : N,

respectively. They are distinct as O may behave differently for x and y. Hence, our

game semantics of MLTT satisfies the first criterion of intensionality.

Next, our game semantics also satisfies the second criterion because dependent

p-games are indexed by strategies, not necessarily winning ones.

Finally, our model satisfies the third criterion as the terms t and t′ are closed.

4.7 Independence of Markov’s principle

Markov’s principle (MP) [30] is formulated within MLTT as the following type:

Πf:N⇒N¬¬Σx:NIdN(f(x), 0)⇒ Σy:NIdN(f(y), 0), (4)

where ¬A abbreviates A⇒ 0 for any type A.
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There is double negation elimination in MP, and hence MP seems to be a classical

principle. However, MP can be seen as a constructive principle as well since if we

cannot show that a computable map f : N→ N satisfies ∀x ∈ N. f(x) 6= 0, then we

can find a natural number n ∈ N such that f(n) = 0 by executing an algorithm for

f to check the values f(0), f(1), . . . until we encounter f(n) = 0. In fact, Hyland’s

effective topos [31], which gives a computational model of MLTT, validates MP.

Further, it is easy to see that the sequential algorithm model by Blot and Laird

[28] validates MP as well. This phenomenon is hardly surprising since their model

admits classical reasonings or non-local controls [28, §8].

On the other hand, MP is independent from MLTT [29]. Therefore, neither the

effective topos nor the sequential algorithm model accurately captures MLTT.

In contrast, our game semantics refutes MP:

Theorem 4.30 (Game semantics refutes Markov’s principle) There is no game-

semantic term on the interpretation of the type (4) in the CwF UPG.

Proof (sketch) Let us write

Π

(
N[0] ⇒ N[1],

((
Σ(N[2], IdN{〈App(π1, π2), 0〉}[3])⇒ 0[4]

)
⇒ 0[5]

)
⇒ Σ(N[6], IdN{〈App(π1, π2), 0〉}[7])

)
(5)

for the interpretation of the type (4) in the CwF UPG, and assume that there is a

term 〈φ, ψ〉 on this p-game in UPG.

We first show that φ cannot be a constant one n : N[6] (up to ‘tags’) for some

n ∈ N as follows. Assume φ = n. Then, O may initiate a play on the p-game (5)

by the question q[7] and on the domain play by any strategies ϕ : N[0] ⇒ N[1] and

〈m,>〉 that satisfy ϕ • n 6= 0 and ϕ •m = 0, so that IdN{〈App(π1, π2), 0〉}[7] = 0

and IdN{〈App(π1, π2), 0〉}[3] = T . Consequently the p-game (5) is now of the form

∆ ⇒ (Γ ⇒ Θ) such that ∆ and Γ have winning strategies, but Θ does not. Thus,

it is easy to see that in this play any ψ cannot be winning, again a contradiction.

We have shown that φ cannot be constant, and therefore it must compute q[6] 7→
q[5] when O initiates a play by the question q[6]. In this case, O may proceed by

q[6]q[5] 7→ q[4]. At this point, note that φ must eventually provide an answer k[7] ∈ N
that satisfies ϕ • k = 0 since otherwise ψ would not be winning by the argument

given in the preceding paragraph. However, such a computation by P would violate

the well-bracketing of φ, a contradiction.
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